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1. Textile Conservation at the Australian National Gallery. 



1 • l A OESCRI PTION OF 1HE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT AND ITS FUNCTIONS 

WITHIN THE GALLERY 

The conservation department is led by a senior curator, to whom section 
heads are responsible. At present there are four section heads with 
another to be appointed (to head the ethnographic section). Section 
heads are appointed as conservator grade 2 or grade 3, and supervise 
conservators Grade 1 and technical and museum assistants. 

The duty statements for conservators at the Australian National Gallery 
clearly define the responsibilities of each grade. 

As can be seen from the table of staff organisation (l..l), the 
conservation department is seen as part of the arts services component of 
the gallery staff, that is, its general function is to provide a service 
which is not curatorial but also not administrative. The conservation 
department's function is probably best seen as providing a technical 
conservation service to the collections, and an advisory service within 
the gallery (primarily to curatorial staff and other arts services staff) 
and to other institutions and the public. 

The function of each section within the conservation department is 
generally as outlined above, and includes numerous specific duties which 
relate to the particular material with which that section is concerned. 
For example, during my internship as a Textile Conservator Gradel at the 
Australian National Gallery, I performed the following functions 

a) Conservation treatments on textiles and costumes in the collections 

b) Environmental monitoring of various areas within the Gallery 
building 

c) Installation and dismantling of exhibitions, at the Gallery and at 
Melville Hall that included costume and/or textile items. 

d) Liaison with curatorial staff and exhibition and design staff. For 
example, providing fibre identification for labels and exhibition 
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information sheets, and designing display support systems for 

costumes to be exhibited. 

e) Providing members of the public with advice concerning textile 

conservation problems and matters related to the textile and 

costume collections in the Gallery. 

f) Introducing visitors to the laboratory to the functions and scope 

of th~ textile conservation section. 

g) Assisting at meetings of the Textile Selection Committee and other 

meetings between curators and textile experts such as international 

dealers, restorers and historians. 

h) Conference Attendance -

1981 The I.C.C.M. conference in Melbourne. 

1983 - Textile curators and conservators workshop, Sydney, 

at which I presented · a short paper on conservation techniques 

involving the use of lamination with which I had treated a ballet 

costume. 

i) Publications 11 Traditional Techniques used for cleaning, 

restoring, and caring for textiles in the 19th and 20th centuries". 

ICCM Bulletin, Vol. 9, Nos 1 & 2, June 1983. 

The scope of these functions is similar to that of other sections of the 

conservation department. The text i1 e conservator may be more i nvo 1 ved 

than other conservators with problems of display and storage, as many 

textiles and costumes and items with textile components require 

specialised display and storage systems. 



1.2 PROPOSED MID TERM STRUCTURE 
AT THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL GALLERY 
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1.3 CONSERVATION FACILITIES AT THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL GALLERY 

I worked with 2 types of facilities at the Gallery during my internship. 

These were: 

l) January to November, 1981, when the Gallery Collections and staff 

were housed in a warehouse in Molongolo Mall, Fyshwick, prior to 

completion of the Gallery building at Parkes. 

2) From November 1981- Conservation staff housed in the conservation 

laboratory in the Gallery building at Parkes. 

Al though it was obvious that conservation treatments which could be 

carried out at Fyshwick would be limited, due to space and facility 

restrictions, I feel that the conditions there taught me valuable lessons 

in improvisation, and highlight the advantages and disadvantages of 

present facilities. 

A) General Description - Facilities at Fyshwick. 

A small space (6·5xb·Om) provided office and conservation facilities 

for Josephine Carter and myself. Each of us had a desk, and we had one 

large worktable (a vacuum/hot table for relining paintings, temporarily 

covered), and some shelves to store basic supplies and equipment. There 

was no fumehood or microscope, and the tap and deionised water outlet and 

sink were outside our area. Hazardous chemicals were stored in a bunker 

outside the building. 

Our conservation area had some natural lighting from small, high, north 

facing windows. It was mainly lit by fixed fluorescent ceiling lights 

(Philips 37, low U.V. output). 

The relative humidity and temperature varied according to the time of day 

and season. Because our area included an outside wall, these 

fluctuations were sometimes large, but generally the area was fairly well 

buffered, (see 11 Summary of temperature and humidity readings, 1981"). 
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These conditions were ~hared by paintings and paper conservators, who 

worked in small adjacent areas. 

B) General Description - Facilities at Parkes. 

The open plan conservation laboratory at Parkes has a large floor space, 

o.ppro.x.SOOM .. which is divided into areas for painting, paper and textiles 

conservation, and an office space (see plan). 

Each section has its own desks and work tables, microscope and storage 

facilities. In addition, there is a large storage area for general 

equipment used by the entire laboratory. Facilities such as fumehoods, 

vacuum out lets, deionised water, balance, sinks etc are al so shared. 

Hazardous chemi ca 1 s are stored in a sol vent cupboard in the 1 aboratory, 

and the Gallery also has an outside chemical store. 

The laboratory has good natural lighting. The south wall consists of 

full length windows and the north facing wall has one windowed area. In 

addition the laboratory is lit with fixed fluorescent lights, Philips 37, 

low U.V. output, and each section has various moveable light sources. 

The relative humidity and temperature of the laboratory are controlled by 

the Gallery's air conditioning system which is supposed to maintain 

constant levels of 55 + 3% RH and 21 + l 0c. However, these vary. 

C) Discussion of the Laboratory Facilities at Parkes, related to 

textile conservation 

i) Laboratory design and facilities. 

Allocation of floor space in the open plan laboratory has at last been 

finalised, and this has resolved one of the laboratory's greatest 

problems. Open plan laboratories are designed so that the urganisation 

of the laboratory floor is fluid and can be altered according to the 

space demands of each section of the laboratory. However, this theory 

does not work when put into practice, for the following reasons: 

a) Traffic flow within the laboratory. A traffic flow area should 

be kept clear at all times, as any tables or equipment left across it 



wi 11 eventua 1 ly have tQ be moved and could endanger an object during 
moving. This automatically delineates the floor plan to some extent. In 
the Gallery laboratory, the large lift at one end and a door at the other. 
end provide access to the laboratory for people and artworks. The 
traffic flow is therefore down the middle of the laboratory, and this is 
left open. A large space has now been left clear in front of the lift, 
as large paintings etc. are manoeuvred here. Originally, this space was 
allocated to textile conservation, but after having to move the table 
several times to allow a large painting to pass, we realised this was not 
practical. 

b} Proximity of fixed facilities to supplies and work area. In the 
Gallery laboratory, fixed facilities include fumehoods with deionised 
water and compressed air outlets, sinks and benches with vacuum outlets, 
solvent cupboard, weighing bench and balance, microscope etc. 

Ideally, chemicals, balance and fumehood should be in close proximity to 
avoid spillage of chemicals. After working at Fyshwick where drycleaning 
was done outside the building or in borrowed facilities (at the Archive 
conservation laboratory), one realises how inconvenient and dangerous it 
is to improvise when working with toxic chemicals. If the weather was 
rainy or windy at Fyshwick, work had to be postponed. Relying on the 
Archive's facilities meant we were limited in our use of the facilities 
and had to transport the solvents and textiles whenever we had to 
drycl ean. 

Similarly, it is essential in textile conservation to keep washing and 
drying facilities close to each other, as dye solubility and textile 
fragility once wetted out are sometimes unpredictable, and a textile can 
be badly damaged if left in water for longer than necessary, or if it is 
carried when wet. At the Gallery laboratory, textiles are washed in the 
paper conservator"s bleach bath, and a large table which can be used for 
drying is situated nearby. A clear area connects the two facilities, so 
very heavy fragile textiles can be moved on a trolley to the drying 
table. This is in contrast to the improvised facilities at Fyshwick, 
where a cold deionised water supply was provided by an iElgastat' 
portable deioniser attached above the kitchen sink in the tearoom. Water 
was taken from the sink in the laboratory beakers (51), and carried to 
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the photographic trays . pl aced on the worktable. This method was an 

awkward but feasible means of improvising washing facilities. The trays 

were of varying sizes and could wash textiles up to the size of a blouse. 

Provided enough trays for washing and rinsing were prepared beforehand, 

washing could proceed through all stages without delay. However, these 

improvised facilities could not cope with cny large textile. 

The vacuum outlets on the wall in the Gallery laboratory are a useful 

cleaning tool and because they are situated above a bench top are ideal 

for vacuuming small textiles. Large textiles require a bigger table, but 

these are usually strong enough to be vacuumed using a vacuum cleaner 

modified by the use of a series of gradually smaller plastic tubes that 

are attached to the vacuum hose and end in a pipette. In this way very 

fine textiles can be carefully and accurately cleaned, and by removing 

the narrowest tubes, heavier, stronger fabrics can be effectively 

vacuumed using the stronger suction of the wider tube. This method was 

used as Fyshwi~k to vacuum textiles. 

The laboratory design also includes a mezzanine area which is allocated 

to textile conservation. It is reached by a staricase (previously a 

spiral staircase), and contains laboratory facilites - fumehood, sink, 

and vacuum outlets. It is lit by windows facing North. 

Thus it is equipped for use as a conservation space; rather than an 

office area. However, because of the staircase, access is difficult 

particularly for larger textiles, and it is to these that the area is 

ideally suited, especially those requiring lenghty restoration, such as 

the Paracus mantle owned by the Gallery. The area is well lit, removed 

from the traffic flow and can be locked, so that the textiles can safely 

be left without being damaged or moved during restoration. 

c) Lighting Problems - The Gallery laboratory is lit from the south 

by floor to ceiling windows, and by some north facing windows (on the 

mezzanine and in the relining room). The south facing windows do not 

provide the diffused light necessary for painting restoration, and so 

have been partially screened with nylon mesh. However, textiles are 

better seen in a sharper light, and so, until the final space allocation 

was solved, the lighting was unsuitable. The south facing windows only 
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allow small amounts of sun into the laboratory, and these can be avoided. 
The north facing mezzanine is sunny nearly all morning in summer and 
becomes hot. Temperatures of 2'S0c have been recorded. The installation 
of outside louvres has solved this problem. 

In summary, I think that an open plan laboratory design is not suited to 
a conservation laboratory which treats various types of materials, due to 
the specific requirements of each type of material. Although the open 
plan laboratory at the Gallery does allow communication between sections 
within the department, I think a semi-segregated laboratory would provide 
a better working environment. 

ii) Equipment used by Textile Conservators at the Gallery laboratory. 
a) Table Space -

Desk/personal worktable 
Large trestle table 
3 tilting tables 
2 large work tables 

b) Moveable Lighting -
'Magi' lamp 

c) Equipment for Examination -
Thread counter 

Wild/Leitz compound binocular microscope, Mag. xlO to xl60 
Wild M8 stereo microscope 400xMag 

'Volpi' fibre optic light source 
Ultra violet light source 

d) Equipment for Documentation -
Canon 35mm cameras 
Macro lens attachment 
Tungsten flood lights 
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e} Chemical Weighing -

'Sartorius' balance 

W . h. b h e19..1ng enc 

f} Environmental Monitoring Facilities -

Casella Thermohydrographs 

Psychrodyne battery operated psychrometers 

a) Table Space 

A combination of different sized mobile tables including a desk/personal 

worktable, a large trestle table, tilting tables and other work benches, 

provides a large flexible table space. This is often necessary for 

textile conservation, either when treating large textiles or 

simultaneously working on several different textiles. The latter is 

often necessary to prevent eye strain or even repetitive strain injury, 

one case of which was recently reported by Debbi Ward, a textile 

conservator at the Gallery. 

b) Equipment for Examination 

The Gallery has excellent microscope facilities. A Wild compound 

binocular microscope, magnification lOx to 160x is suitable for fibre 

identification as its magnification is as great as one would need to 

differentiate most synthetic fibres. However the difficulty of preparing 

cross sections means that the upper levels of magnification are not 

utilised perhaps as much as they might be for differentiation between 

similar cross sections. Only rarely are burning or chemical tests for 

fibre identification used at the Gallery. Although these are destructive 

tests, a small sample only is needed. 

A Wild M8 stereo microscope, magnification 400x, with a Volpi fibre optic 

light source is very useful for the examination of fibre surfaces. I 

have used this equipment when cleaning a very fragile Peruvian woollen 

fragment. The Volpi light source was useful to highlight certain areas, 

or it could be used to evenly light the entire fabric surface. 

A 1 Magi I lamp is also available for surface examination, but I find it 

causes eye strain very quickly, so I only use it as a light source. An 
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Ultraviolet light (tvtul+i~Mz.' 
location of some stains. 

c) Equipment for Documentation -

is very useful for identification and 

At Fyshwick the gallery photographers were responsible for taking record 
and condition photographs. This invariably caused delays and meant that 

I 

fewer photographs were taken and in-treatment photographs were usually 
never taken, due to the inconvenience to photographer and conservator. 
The present photographic facilities at the Gallery laboratory are much 
more practical. Equipment includes Canon 35nm cameras, macro lens 
attachment, tungsten flood lights, tripod and photomicrographic 
facilities. 

The photographs are developed by the Gallery's photographic department. 
This seems preferable to the conservator developing and printing her own 
photographs, as the results would probably not justify the time taken. 

I have not used the photomicrographic facilities, but believe they could 
be useful in stain identification. 

d) Chemical Weighing 
The 'Sartorius' digital balance is very easy to use, has automatic tare 
and is accurate to 2 decimal places. 

e) Environmental Monitoring Facilities 
Casella Thermohydrographs are accurate and easy to use, but it is 
necessary to have a good supply of spare parts to avoid disrupting 
readings while parts are sent from England. The Gallery's 
airconditioning system has a continuous computer read out. However the 
sensors for this facility are not located in those areas which are 
potentially hazardous to works of art, i.e. small galleries and 
bottle-neck corridors that can become hot and humid due to crowds. 

Addi ti ona 1 readings are obtained from Psychrodyne battery operated 
psychrometers, which are also used to check the accuracy of the 
thermohydrographs when they are set. 



The Conservation Laboratory 

Photograph 1 . 
This is the main 1 ab oratory' area, 1 ooki ng towards the office area and 
painting conservation :area, with the new staircase leading to the 
mezzanine (not seen, upper right}. The large south facing windows are on 
the left, and the gauze screens to modify the daylight can be seen on the 
nearest ones. A large solvent extractor for painting conservation,which 
is not used~is on the left. The X-ray room and varnishing room are on 
the right. In the foreground, Michelin~ Ford, a textile conservator, is 
working at the large textile conservation worktable. 
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Photograph 2. 
This photograph shows the large picture hoist and the lift used to 

transport large ··artworks from storage to conservation.. Textile supply 

shelves, sinks, and work_ tables, and benches with vacuum outlets, are on 

the left. 



Photograph 3. 
This photograph s~OJ#.S the facilities shared by the laboratory, namely 
fumehood, balance, microscope, pH meter, storage shelves. 



Photograph 4. 

This shows the te_x~ile conservation area looking through to the area 

shown in photograph 1. The individual work tables have been fitted with 

trays beneath them for storing texti 1 es prior to treatment. . The picture 

hoist is not used to move paintings from storage on the ground floor, as 

it is not stable enough. ,It is sometimes used to hang large artworks 

that are being examined. One of the trolleys used for storing personal 

equipment is seen in· the foreground. The curtain is used for 

elimminating dust from the main area when the woodworking area is being 
used. 



Photograph 5. 

This shows the text·i 1 e mezzanine set up with i ndi vi dua 1 work tab 1 es and 

microscopes. The window seen at the back of the mezzanine has been 

fitted with louvres to eliminate sunlight. 

~ 



1. 4 AN OUTLINE OF_ COSTUMES, TEXT! LES AND RELATED IIEMS HELO IN THE 

COLLECTIONS OF THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL GALLERY. 

A. Department of International Art 

i ) International Fashion and Textiles: This collectibn of couturier 

fashion garments and accessories represents a selection of 

designers from Worth to '.'Comme des Garcons" and beyond, including 

Schiaparelli, Molyneux, and Balenciaga. The collection also 

incorporates the Julian Robinson collection, primarily of women's 

fashions and accessories dating from the 1920's and 30's, and 

including fabrics and children's clothing. 

ii) International Theatre Arts: The collection includes a large number 

( 25C ) of costumes from the Ballets Russes de Serge Di agil ev and 

the De Basil Ballet of Monte Carlo, theatre curtains, and costumes 

from various opera, ballet and theatre productions, for example 

Mirka Mora's costumes and set from "The Bacchae", 1981 production. 

iii) Contemporary International Art and Sculpture: In this collection 

are some multimedia pieces with textile components - for example 

Lucas Samaras' 1 Reconstruction' . 

iv) International prints and drawings: As -for A(iii) above, for 

example, Robert Rauschenberg's 'Hoarfrost 1 series. 
I" 

B. Department of Australian Art 

i ) Australian Decorative Arts: This collection and the International 

Theatre Arts co 11 ect ion, contain the largest numbers of textiles 

and costumes of any of the various collections of the Australian 

National .. .;,.Galle'ry. 'The Australian Decorative Arts collection 

incorporates Australian fashion, textiles and accessories, dating 

from the eighteenth century to the present. It includes a large 

Crafts Council of Australia collection in which many items are made 

from textile fibres or have textile components. 



ii) Australian Prints and -Drawings: As for A{iii), for example, 

Charles Condor's 1 tarnival 1 Suite, lithograph on silk. 

iii) Austratian Paintings ~nd Sculpture: As for A(iii), for example 

Paul Partos' "Yellow Screen, Black Screen". 

C. Department of Primitive Art 

This collection includes a large number of Indonesian textiles and 

costumes, some Chinese costumes, and some Aboriginal Artefacts with 

textile components. The Precolumbian collection includes textile 

fragments, costumes, and a few complete textiles (such as the Paracas 

man t 1 e, and the C hanc ay woven fabric) . 

20, 



PHOTO# 7. 

Maidservant ' 's costume from 

"Le Coq D'or". Designed by 

N. Gontcharova. 

Item 11 on following list. 

Photographed on exhibition 

following conservation. 

ZI. 

PHOTO# 6. 

Hat from Sharyah's costume , 

Scheherezade", 

Desi gne d by Leon Bakst . 

(Item 12 on following list). 

Photographed following conservation. 



1.5 TEXTILES, COSTUMES AND ACCESSORIES CONSERVED DURING M.Y INTERNSHIP , 1981-83, 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO DEPARTMENT. N.B. ALL WERE FULLY EXAMINED AND DOCUMENTED 
PRIOR TO TREATMENT EXCEPT WHERE STATED. 

DEPARTMENT TITLE OF OBJECT ARTIST/ PER 100 DUR I NG DESCRIPTION 
DESIGNER WHICH OBJECT OF TREATMENT 

WAS TREATED 

( l) INTERNATIONAL l) Gold Lame Bonnet 1981 Full conservat-
ART 2) Pink Bonnet Unknown (from II ion treatment 

a) I ntJ;!rnat i ona l 3) Child's Cap Julian Robinson ll 

Fashion and 4) Suspender Singlet Collection) ll 

Texti 1 es 5) Sunbonnet II 

6) 'Delphos' Gown Mariano 1983 Restoration 
Fortuny Prepared for 

7) 'Bizarre' silk Unknown 1983 Display 
Cope 

b) International 8) Blouse from a Natalia 1981-82 Full conserv-
Theatre.Arts maidservant's Gontcharova ation treatment 

costume from the 
ballet 'Le Coq 
D1 Or' 

9) ll ti II Examination 
l O) II II II and Document-

ation only. 

11) Pinafore dress and Natalia May".'Aug Full conservat-
petticoat from the Gontcharova 1982 ion treatment 
costume for a maid-
servant from the 
ba 11 et 1 1 e Coq D' or' ,. 

-
12) Shahrya's costume Leon Bakst 1982 Full conservat-

from the ballet ion treatment 
'Scheherazade 1 

, 

(comprising hat, 
coat and trousers) 

13) Almee's costume Leon Bakst Jan Full conservat-
( _from. .' Sch~herazade' 1983 ion treatment 

( compri si"ng jump.:. 
suit and hat) 

14) Overskirt and head- Leon Bakst Aug-Oct Full Conservat-
dress from Queen 1982 ion treatment 
Thamar's costume 
from the ballet 
'Thamar' 

2.2. 



DEPARTMENT TITLE OF OBJECT ARTIST/ PERIOD DURING DESCRIPTION 
DESIGNER WHICH OBJECT OF TREATMENT 

WAS TREATED 

b) International 15) Soldier's costume Michael 1983 Full conservat-
Theatre Arts from the ballet Larionov ion treatment 
(cont'd) 1 Le Chout' 

(trousers, shirt, 
hat) 

16) Theatre Curtains 1982 Rolling for -. Storage 

c) Contemporary 17) "Reconstruction" Lucas Samaras 1981 Vacuuming prior 
International to display 
Art and (prior examinat-
Sculpture ion by Josephine 

Carter) 

18) "Hoarfrost" Robert 1983 Emergency 
Rauschenberg lamination 

reoai r 

(2) AUSTRALIAN 
ART 

a) Australian 
Decorative Arts 
i) fashion 19) 'Calypso Clip' Jenny July Surface 

20) 'Zinc Cream' Bannister 1983 cleaning, 
21 ) 'Ceremonial 1 making dispiay 

coat for the Peter Tully 1982 support, mount-
Grand Diva of ing for display 
Paradise 
Garage' ,, 

. 
22) "Religious Katie Pye 1983 Making support 

Caval i er 11 for display, 
23) 11 Wi l dfl ower" Linda Jackson 1983 mounting for 

dress display 

b) Textiles 24) 1 Seapiece 1 Frances Burke Jan Full conservat-
1982 ion treatment -

25 )- Wo\fen furnishing 
not displayed 

.. ·• Eclarte Jan Full conservat-
fabric 1982 ion treatment 

26) 1 Tenement' Michael July Full conservat-
O'Connell 1983 ion treatment 

27) 'Knot' Mona Lessing 1983 examination and 
documentation 
only 



PHOTO# 9. 
"Little Red Riding Hood". 

A.N.G. postcard. 

Item 33 on l i st fol lowing. 

PHOTO # 8. 

Embroidered screen. 

Item 30 on following list. 



DEPARTMENT TITLE OF OBJECT ARTIST/ PERIOD DURING DESCRIPTION 
DESIGNER WHICH OBJECT OF TREATMENT 

., WAS TREATED 

28) 'Secondary and Surface clean-
Tertiary on Black' Lee Robinson ing & ironing 

Restoration 
29) 'Male Bird' Vi vi en Pengui l1 PY 

c} Furniture 30} Embroidered Screen Unknown 1981 Surf ace c 1 ean-
ing (prior to 

..... , 31) Tapestries - 'St Arthur Boyd 1981 examination by 
Francis of Assisi' 1982 Josephine Carte r 
series 

32) Tapestries - R. Larter 1983 
1 Pretty As I L. Dumbrell ... 
'Rosell a 1 

(3) PRIMITIVE 
ART - C 

a) Indonesian 33) 'Little Red Unknown Dec Full conservat-
Textiles Riding Hood 1 1981 ion treatment 

34) Gringsing Unknown Sept Full conservat-
petel ikur 1981 ion treatment 

35) Pua Sungket n Sept Mounted for · -
1982 display 

36) Toraja cloth II 1982 II 

b) Preco1umbian 37} Framed inca II 1983 Examined and 
Textiles woven textile documented ;· 

~ 

38) Peruvian II Oct-Mar Full conservat-
fragment 1981-82 ion treatment 

39) Chancay woven II Aug-Oct Full conservat-
fabric 1982 ion treatment 

40) Belt from Drummond II Some metal 
Castle Oliphant cleaning 

. . ' ~ 
.;-;-,-,, .~ 



PHOTO# 10. 

Peruvian Fragment. 

Item 38 on previous list. 

Photographed prior to conservation. 
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1.6 TEXTILES CONSERVED, GROUPED CHRONOLOGICALLY 

YEAR TITLE OF OBJECT :· ARTIST /DESIGNER DEPARTMENT NUMBER 
IN 

PREVIOUS 
LIST 

1981 'Reconstruction' Lucas Samaras I nternat i ona l 17 

Art 

Hats Julian Robinson Fashion and 1-5 

collection Textiles 

1 Little Red Primitive Art 33 
Riding Hood' 

Gringsing Primitive Art 34 

Peruvian Fragment Primitive Art 38 

Blouses f ram Natali a Theatre Arts 8, g·, l 0 
1 Le Coq D1 or' Gontcharova · 

.. , Screen Australian 301' 

Tapestries Arthur Boyd Decorative Arts 31 
1st Francis of 
Assisi' series 

Npne of tlJe~abg_,ve textiles ¼'.ere exhibited in 1981. 

2't 



YEAR TITLE OF OBJECT ARiIST/DESIGNER DEPARTMENT NUMBER 
IN 

., PREVIOUS 
LIST 

1982 'Seapiece' Francis Burke Australian 24 

woven fabric Eda rte Decorative 25 

'Ceremonal Peter Tully Arts 21 

.coat for the 
Grand Diva of 
Paradise Garage' 

Tapestries Arthur Boyd Australian 31 

Decorative 
Arts 

Headdress, Veil Leon Bakst Theatre Arts 14 

and Overski rt 
from Queen 
Thamar's costume 
from 'Thamar' 

Maidservant's Natalia Theatre Arts l O, 11 

costume from Gontcharova 
'Le Coq O'Or' f 

Theatre Curtains Leon Bakst 16 

Pua Sungket Primitive Arts 35 
Chancay Woven 

.. F-ab M c _;:;;; · · ' 

Peruvian Textile . 38 

fragment 
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Exhibitions held during 1982 for which the above textiles were prepared: 

1 An introduction to 'Les Ballets 
Russes de Serge Diaghilev• 

Opening exhibition of the 
Australian National Gallery 

Indonesian Textiles Evening 

zq_ 

Gallery 3A, A.N.G. 
October, 1982 - April 1983 

Foyer, A.N.G. 
12th October onwards 

6 December 1982 



YEAR TITLE OF OBJECT ARTIST /DESIGNER 

1983 'Hoarfrost' Robert 
Rauschenberg 

'Tenement' Michael O'Connell 
'Calypso Clip' Jenny 
1 Zinc Cream' Bannister 
'Religious Katie Pye 
Cavalier' 

'Wi 1 dfl ower' Linda Jackson 
Dress 

'Knot 1 Mona Hessing 
'Tertiary and Lee Robinson 
Secondary on 
Black' 
Tapestries -
'Rosella' L. Dumbrel l 
'Pretty as I R • 1 art er . . . 

1 Le Chout 1 M. Larionor 
Soldiers costume 

1 Scheherazade' - Leon Bakst 
Almees costume 
Shahrya's costume 

,'Delphos;!. -Gown, Mariano Fortuny 

'Bizarre' silk Unknown 
Cope 

30. 

DEPARTMENT 

International 
Art 

Australian 
Decorative 
Arts 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

International 
Theatre Arts 

Fashion and 
Textiles 

NUMBER 
IN 

PREVIOUS 
LIST 

1. 8 

26 

19 

20 

22 

23 

27 

28 

32 

1 5 
I' 

13 

12 

6 

7 



YEAR TITLE OF OBJECT ARTIST /DESIGNER DEPARTMENT NUMBER 
IN 

PREVIOUS ., 
LIST 

1983 Inca Framed Unknown Pri mi ti ve Art 37 
Textile 

Exhibitions held in 1983 for which the above textiles were prepared. 

'Scheherazade' 

'How Formal should I go?' 

'Mariano Fortuny' 

'Robert Rauschenberg• 

'Australian Decorative Art s -
The past ten years' 

Gallery 3A, A.N.G. 
April, 1983 - october; 1983 

Melville Hall, A.N.U. 
August , 1983 

Gallery 3A, A.N.G. 
October, 1983 - March, 1984 

8-oi lc"\·y SI A.N.G. 

Jonuorv , 1983 
I 

Melville Hall, A.N.U. 
December, 1983 

fa 



Australian 
National 
Gallery 

The bronze statue of the Greek 
Delphic charioteer (475-470 BC). 

Detail from the green Delphos 
dress showing the finely pleated 
silk, edged with Venetian glass 
beads. 

International Fashion and Textiles 

Mariano Fortuny 
Gallery 3A 
10 October 1983 to 18 March 1984 

Mariano Fortuny y Madrazo was born in Granada,Spain,in 1871. 
His family moved to Venice in 1889, where he remained until his death 
in 1949. Fortuny created some of the most beautiful garments and 
textiles of the twentieth century. The clothing he designed ignored the 
constant change dictated by the whims of fashion. His most famous 
creation and characteristic is the Delphos style, which he patented in 
1909; a simple dress of finely pleated silk. Lady Diana Cooper, a 
customer of Fortuny, describes these dresses in her memoirs as 
'timeless dresses of pure thin silk cut severely straight from shoulder 
to toe and kept wrung like a skein of wool. In every crude and subtle 
colour, they clung like mermaid's scales'. 

This exhibition is the first in a series that will show the work of the 
leading artists in fashion of the twentieth century, those whose 
designs changed the course offashion in their day. As background to 
the innovative work of Fortuny it is necessary to look at the fashions of 
the belle epoque (1895-1914), the period of excessive luxury and 
grandeur for the aristocracy and high bourgoisie that came to an end 
with the first world war. 

The afternoon gown in strawberry silk from the House of Worth, 
Paris c.1902, and the fashion illustrations from La Nouvelle Mode, 
1898, and The Defineator, 1902/3, exemplify the fashion silhouette of 
the epoch and the point of departure for Fortuny. The garments flow in 
characteristic S-shapes, with boned bodice and constricted waistline 
producing a soft curve while the skirt and train flow outwards in 
another curve. The grand garments of the period are heavily embellished 
with flounces, lace and bows and often accompanied by gigantic 
hats. 

Fortuny began his artistic life as a painter; it was not until 1 906 that 
he started working with dress and textile designs. Protest against the 
fashion of the day for both health and aesthetic reasons was evident 
for already in the 1860s groups such as the Pre-Raphaelites turned to 
simple medieval dress as an alternative to crinolines and corsets. 
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Australian 
National 
Gallery 

Serge Diaghilev 
1872-1929 

Natalia Gontcharova 
Russia, France 1881-1962 

King Dodon's mantle for 
Le Coq d'Or. c.1937 

Diaghilev's Designers 
Costumes by Roerich, Bakst, 
Gontcharova and Larionov 1909-1921 
Gallery 3A 
31 March to 30 September 

This exhibition, the third to be drawn from the Theatre Arts Collection, 
focuses on designs by the four major Russian artists, Nicholas 
Roerich, Leon Bakst, Natalia Gontcharova and Michel Larionov, 
whose sets and costumes contributed so much to the success of Les 
Ballets Russes de Serge Diaghilev. 

The beginning of that famous company can be traced back to the 
Russian art journal The World of Art (Mir /skusstva), published in St 
Petersburg from 1898 to 1904. Art exhibitions also appeared under 
the name of The World of Art, continuing with some interruptions until 
1924. 

The journal was originated by a group of friends, Diaghilev, Beno is, 
Bakst, Nouvel and others, who were united by their love of art, music, 
opera and ballet. This group was instrumental in revitalizing the arts in 
Russia at the beginning of the twentieth century. Their approach was 
distinctive in that they regarded ballet as a medium through which 
music, dance and painting might be combined. Their greatest impact 
was made through Les Ballets Russes.Diaghilev's inspiration to bring 
together diverse artists to create a single dramatic spectacle marked 
a radical departure from tradition. 

Paris had little knowledge of Russian art before the arrival there in 
1909 of Les Ballets Russes, with its unfamiliar design, music, chore
ography, and accomplished dancers such as Pavlova, Nijinsky and 
Karsavina. The music, dancers, sets and costumes dazzled audiences. 
The colours of the Russian Ballet swept from the stage the subdued 
pale tones which were a legacy of Art Nouveau. Vital use of colour 
linked the most diverse of Diaghilev's Russian designers. 
Nicholas Roerich's first contact with The World of Art group was 
through Princess Ten isheva, a wealthy patron of the arts who assisted 
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2. Criti que of Internshi p. 



2 .1 INTRODUCTION . · 

This critique is to be read in conjunction with the Textile Conservation 

charts. 

Because my internship was an 11 in house" work progranme, rather than a 

research project, I have evaluated it in two ways. 

a) As a. work programme designed to train a proficient textile 

conservator 

b) As a series of basic and advanced textile conservation techniques 

and p~cking, storage, transport and display methods which I have 

learnt and practised over a three year period. 

My critique wi 11 therefore be divided into two sections. The second 

section I feel to be more important and less subjective than the first, 

and consequently will be examined in greater detail. 

For the purposes of this thesis I have considered my internship at the 

Australian National Gallery as extending from January 1981 to January 

1984 inc 1 u si ve ~ This was a _period of great change at the Ga 11 ery, and 

so, although I w6rked in one institution for 3 yeais, I have worked in a 

variety of conditions, and carried out a large range of conservation and 

curatorial duties. 
f 

In October 1982 the Gallery opened to the publfc for the first time. 

Prior to this date, the co 11 ect ions and staff were housed in a warehouse 

in Fyshwick, exhibitions were infrequent _and eclectic, containing few 

textiles, and displayed in a borrowed space on the ANU campus (Melville 

Hall). Conser.:vation functions were carried out in makeshift conditions 

u··s i ng te~pa'rar;--~r b~rrowed · f aci l i ti es. The conservation staff was not 

organised within a departmental structure, and each section functioned 

independently. 

In November 1981, the conservation department was organised under a 

curator of conservation (Dr Nathan Stolow) and moved to the conservation 

laboratory in the new Gallery building in Parkes. Following the Gallery 



opening, a regularly changing programme of exhibitions commenced, 

including specific textile exhibitions, in a specially allocated 

exhibition space within the gallery (Gallery 3A). Complex textile 

conservation treatments were · carried out using recently · organised 

facilities, by a textile conservation staff that had expanded from 2 to 

3, with occasional temporary assistants. 

2.2 EVALUATION OF MY INTERNSHIP AS A TRAINING PROGRAM 

The following illustrates the type of garments and textiles I treated 

during my internship. I fully conserved six garments and one textile 

from the International Fashion and Textiles collection (Nos 1-7), 

thirteen theatre costumes or components (if each component of the costume 

was treated separately) from the Theatre Arts collection (Nos 8-16), 

three textiles from the Australian Decorative Arts collection (Nos 24, 

· 25, 26) and two Indonesian textiles {Nos 33 & 34) and two precolumbian 

textiles from the Primitive Art colle~tion (Nos 38 & 39). 

In addition I constructed six "two dimensional II supports for garments 

(Nos 19-23 & 15), prepared two tapestries for use as sound baffles on 

specially constructed padded frames (No 32) and prepared four textiles 

and two tapestries for display using various hanging support systems (Nos 

28, 31, 35, 36}. 

·Thus, as well as providing a technical service to the collections. I was 

involved in exhibition and design planning and installation, both in an 

advisory and practical capacity, all of which utilised my training as a 

conservator. 

My s_upervisor d,~ring my internship was Josephine Carter, who is a Grade 3 
.. . . . • , . -'I,,. . . . ' • 

conservator and head of the textile conservation section. I feel that 

Josephine has given me a thorough and extensive training, by introducing 

me, through the textiles in the collections, to a wide range of 

conservation problems and techniques. She has also clarified the role of 

the textile conservator within the _gallery structure and in the public 

eye. Her role as supervisor has naturally changed during my three years 

at the gallery. During the first year, Josephine closely guided and 



checked my conservation treatments, from . initial examination and 

documentation and through each step of treatment. As most of the final 

selection of textiles to be displayed in the opening exhibition in 
-, 

October 1982 was not made until midway through that year, I was given a 

range of textiles and garments to treat in 1981 that were suitable pieces 

for an inexperienced conservator. These were mainly small textiles 

destined for the study collections of the Gallery, rather than for 

exhibition. For example, Nos 1 to 5. 

However, I also carried out examination and documentation of two blouses 

from the Theatre Arts collection. Although during this y~ar, there were 

only makeshift conservation facilities available at Fyshwick, I conserved 

two textiles which were to be displayed in 

blouse from the Theatre Arts collection, and 

the opening exhibition, a 

a Gringsing Petelikur from 

at the end of my first 12 the Primitive Arts collection. Therefore, 

months at the Gallery I had conserved numerous texti 1 es from several 

collections, and so had been introduced to a variety of textile 

conservation problems and techniques. 

During 1981 I familiarised myself with the textiles within the 

collections, in the course of carrying out various conservation and 

curatorial functions. These were 

(a) Re-organising storage and completing stocktake of various 

{b) 

accessories, fabrics and garments from the Julian Robil'\,Son 

collection and the Theatre Arts collection. (The accessories 

included buttons, beads, hat trims, hats, braid shoes, etc.) With 

Lee Sturma, I was given the task of completing a stocktake of all 

the Ballets Russes• costumes and acGessories and organising these 

for storage by grouping according to ball et • 

. .,. . .;:;;;:,,... .: 

Assisting photography of various textile items for publication, as 

postcards and in' the 11 introduction to the Australian National 

Gallery" and other publications. The textiles photographed were 

mainly from the Primitive Art collections. 

Other activities I performed during this year helped to illustrate the 

other functions of the textile conservator at the Gallery. These were: 



Design and construction of storage boxes -and supports within these 

bo~es for accessories such as hats, and for garments (e.g; Coq D'Or 

blouse). 

Preparation of Arthur Boyd Tapestries for display and installation 

at Government House_. This was an exercise in performing a 

conservation function outside the Gallery, and in handling a large 

textile, in conjunction with other members of Gallery staff. 

Vacuuming Lucas Samaras' 'Reconstruction' {1974) and a Victorian 

Embroidered Screen. This useful technique is deceptively simple 

and I 1 earnt the need to exercise great care when using it, 

especially on fragile fabrics such as the silk satin screen. 

Re-organising the storage of the Asian textiles collection by 

grouping the texti 1 es according to region of origin, with some 

grouped according to technique. 

Environmental monitoring of the entire building at Fyshwick. 

1981 was, therefore, a year of introduction to the textiles _in the 

collections of the Gallery, and to some of the functions of the textile 

conservator and basic conservation techniques. It w'as also an experience 

in carrying out conservation treatments using temporary, makeshift 

facHities. f 

In November 1981 the conservation department moved to the new Gallery 

building at Parkes. For a time after this the department was involved in 

organising the conservation laboratory and its staff structure. At this 

stage of my internship, therefore, actual conservation treatments were 

temporarily suspended, and I assisted in 
.· · . .,, . •'v . .. 

ordering textile c·onservation equipment and supplies, 

setting up a textile conservation workspace within the laboratory, 

packing texti 1 es for movement to the 1 aboratory for conservation, 

and 



..... •, 

environmental· monitoring of the galleries. 

Following the injtial move c9nservation treatments were continued, and in 

December 1981 and January 1982 I carried out conservation treatments on 

three textiles without supervision. These were rel ative·ly simple 

conservation treatments, for example, washing the £clarte fabric, and 
1 Seapiece 1

, and, on a batik, 11 Little Red Riding Hood 11
, some stain 

removal, washing and restoration. However, they all introduced me to 

various textile conservation problems. (see notes on 1 Extent of 

Treatment') 

In 1982 several textiles were conserved in preparation for the opening 

exhibition in October. Even complex treatments were carried out with a 

lesser degree of supervision and I independently liaised with curatorial 

and exhibition staff concerning textile exhibits. I was also involved 

with the installation of the first Theatre Arts · exhibit ion .and of 

textiles in other galleries, from the Primitive Art collection and 

Australian Decorative Arts co 11 ect ion. My other most important textile 

conservation duty in 1982 11,as environmental monitoring of various 

galleries. 

The most_ important aspects of textile conservation functions carried out 

in 1982 were 

i} Working to an exhibition schedule; the costume from 'Le Coq D1 0r, 

the Chancay woven fabric, and the Pua Sungket were required for the 

Gallery 1 s opening exhibition in October, and the Peter Tully coat 

was required for an introductory exhibition, in Melville Hall, ANU. 

; i ) Working on long term, 

exh1bitio.n deadline; 
.· • ,,. . l':.~ .... • : 

complex conservation treatments with an 

the Chancay fabric required a lengthy, 

re-weaving restoration technique, as .well as a backing technique 

requiring extensive sewing. 

iii) Working on a variety of textiles simultaneously - i.e. performing 

long term conservation treatments in conjunction with exhibition 

programme treatments; the Peruvian fragment was completed whilst 

work had commenced on the textiles for the Gallery's opening 

38. 



exhibition · and I found that having alternative projects was 

advantageous when carrying out particularly detailed restoration 

techniques, such as that used on the Peruvian fragment, (see report 

included). 

iv) Through work with curatorial staff, realising display priorities 

that were not necessarily those of the conservator but had to be 

considered when proposing display methods, for example, the display 

of the "Thamar" headdress, (see 'Display' section). 

v) Establishment of departmental organisation 

vi) Use of unusual storage techniques; for example - storing very large 

theatre curtains - (see 'Storage' section). 

In 1983 a regular exhibition changeover had been established, and this 

meant working to a pattern that was established in 1982. Future 

exhibitions led to the formulation of a work schedule, 1,,1ith simultaneous 

and varied conservation treatment projects. 

conservation laboratory was also fina1ised. 

Conclusion 

The· organisation of 

I feel that the above summary illustrates that my internship has 

fulJilled the requirements as outlined by the Materials Conservat.,ion 

- Department at the CCAE. I have become proficient in basic and advanced 

textile conservation techniques and treated a range of garments and 

textiles. I have been involved with packing, transporting, storing, 

displaying and cataloguing textiles. Th~ documentation system of the 

Australian National Gallery's conservation department has evolved during 

my_ ·internship, __ and so I have u_sed various types of documentation, from .. . .· ·, ~. ,,,;;... . ' . 
extensive detailed reports to more abbreviated, standardised forms - see 

appendix, sec ti an3•4 - Documentation of Textile Conservation Treatments. 

39. 
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2 .3 A SELECTION OF TREATMENT REPORTS ANO COMMENTS ON VARIOUS TEXTILE 

CONSERVATION TECHNIQUES. 

Textile conservation 

following pattern 

A. Examination 

B. Documentation 

C. Stain Removal 

D. Dry cleaning 

E. Washing 

F. Drying 

J,.;. I ·•. . 

1ra-~o,tments at the Gallery generally conform to the 

G. Repair and/or restoration 

H. Ironing 

I. Preparation for Display or Storage. 

Not al 1 steps may be necessary or possible. Each of these steps has 

simple and advanced techniques. I believe that the least possible 

treatment is the best approach when considering treatments. Textiles are 

made to be used and so a pristine appearance should not be a 

consideration when conserving textiles. Often, I believe, the potential 

damage of a stain or fibre damage is over-rated, and the treatment given 

to remedy these can often be more harmful to the textile. I have 

discussed this further in the points below. 

A. Examination Techniques 

• i) Examining Fibres 

As most of the textiles in the collection are made from fibres readily 

identifiable using a microscope, other types of fibre identification were 

generally not used. 

ii.) Exa111i ni ng_ Dyes 

Dyes and. ~~et·;1· co~ponents · on ethnographic texti 1 es were usually 

identified by the curator, or by reading background material. On other 

textiles, standard dye solubility tests provided the information 

necessary for treatment without actually identifying the dye. 

At the Textile Conservation centre at Hampton Court, dye solubility is 

tested _by removing 3 pieces of a thread; one is used as a control, and 

40. 
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the other 2 are tested in acid and alkaline solutions to determine 
solubility. This system would probably be preferable to the method of 
testing in situ which I used at the Gallery, if the dyes were likely to 
be very fugitive, as it would prevent dye bleeding stains - for example, 
from tumeri c dye. However, an area from which the threads could be 
pulled, without destroying any of the fabric, would have to be available. 
This is usually possible on old textiles • 

. I feel that if possible it is preferable to try and identify dyes and 
other components rather than just assessing whether they can be treated. 
Without increasing ones knowledge of the materials one is working with, 
it is impossible to assess the necessity or effectiveness of treatments. 

At present we are trying to increase our knowledge of dyes, mordants and 
possible stains, by conducting a literature search of the dyeing 
techniques and ritual uses of textiles in various areas of Asia. 

iii) Examining St~ins 

Identification of stains was usually possible by examining their location 
{on the garment) or their colour. Once again, if unindentified, solvent 
tests were used to determine treatment. Following Josephine Carter 1 s 
investigation into the nature of iron stains, examination using U.V. 
light is now used to determine type and extent of iron stain. 

iv) Examining other components 

- More advanced examination techniques were only occasionally used as they 
were generally unnecessary. To identify the 'p1astic-1ike' coating on 
parts of a theatre costume, I utilised the Scanning Electron Microscope 
facility at ANU, after being unable to have the material identified by 

the Ciba-Geigy or Hnescht Laboratories. 

LJ.V~ ligh\: \s ;ery useful in examining theatre costumes for inscriptions. 
These inscriptions record the names of dancers who wore the costumes, and 
are invaluable as a means of researching the costume. 

This is an instance of an obvious mark that the conservator must preserve 
so as not to lose some of the costume's history. Other marks or 
peculiarities are not so obvious and I feel it is important for the 

4\. 



PHOTO # 11. 

Mask from "Le Chout", before conservation. 

prior to conservation. 
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PHOTO # 12. 

De tail from veil from "Thama r", before conservat i on. 
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conservator to 1 earn about the background of each of the texti 1 es she 

treats, so as to be aware of these distinctive traits and detect and 

preserve them. For example, in the case of inscriptions that are so 

faded that they are vi'sibl~· ·only in U.V. light, it is useful if the 

conservator is informed of the possibility of their existence by the 

curator. 
stains. 

Often inscriptions such as these are easily mistaken for 

B. 
• i ) 

DOCU!Tlfilltation 
Photography 

Photographs are taken to record the physical condition of, and any stains 

on, a textile, as well as recording previous repairs and other 

peculiarities that may be removed or altered during conservation. For 

example, the photographs show the inscription inside a mask from the 

ballet 'Le Chout', and a previous repair on another theatre costume. 

Photography of textile condition prior to treatment was taken using a 

Canon 35 nm camera, in most cases with a macro-lens attachment for 

greater detail. I found this combination capable of great ciarity and 

detail. Paintings conservators have utilised the microphotograph 
facilities available at the Gallery but I have not found them necessary 

to record the condition of any textile I have treated. Similarly, I have 

not, as yet, used infra-red or ultra-:viol et photographs, although on _"some 

of the structurally complex garments in the Theatre Arts collection, I 

can see their usefulness in accurate documentation of physical structvre 

• and damage, to be used in conjunction with the diagrams at pre.sent used. 

ii ) Di a grams 

The use of diagrams as pre-treatment condition records are time consuming 
but I find them useful as they ensure that the entire text i1 e is examined 

and· that the conservator is familiar with the textile before commencing a 
. . . ·. /,..:, _ .. 

treatment. 

iii) Treatment Report forms - see Appendix 3 .4 
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.C. The extent of conservation treatment in Stain Removal, Dry 
Cleaning, Washing, Repair and/or Restoration. 

One of the most important consi de rat ions when conserving a texti i e is 
deciding on the extent of treatment. This consideration applies 
particularly to stain removal, dry/wet cleaning and restoration. It must 
primarily take into ~c~ount-~onservation ethics~ but also m~st consider 
the curator's aesthetics and the time available for the treatment. 

Theoretically, the above treatments should only be undertaken if they are 
necessary: 

a) to remove a stain or soil that is actually or potentially harmful, 

b) 

or disfigure the textile to an unaccepta_ble extent 
to remove a previous repair that is disfiguring, 
strengthening the textile in the damaged area 

or not 

c} to repair an area that wi 11 become more damaged if it is not 
repaired, or to disguise a disfiguring area of damage. 

Given these criteria, treatments should not harm or disfigure the textile 
more than the stain or soil, or previous repair. 

Stain removal - The Textile Centre at Hampton Court believes that , with 
the exception of iron stains, any stain which cannot be removed during 
washing is harmless and should not be treated.· This approach to stain 
removal is, I believe, a wise one but perhaps too extreme in th.at it 
eliminates the use of non-aqueous solvents. 

Non-aqueous solutions do not affect the fibres physically, only affectjng 
· the stain, whereas aqueous solutions have a strong physical effect on the 

fibres themselves, c·ausing them to swell. In addition, the pH of aqueous 
solutions used in stain removal is extreme, in order for them to be 
effective, for example, 10% ammonia solution has a pH of 11 and 2% acetic 
acid solution has a pH of 3.5. The application of all these potentially 
damaging fac.to_rs to a stain that in itself may not be harmful, is 

. , • • . I• ,I•~ . ~ ." ' 

unnecessarily harmfu·1 to the textile. A future eva 1 uat ion of the actua 1 
hazard of various sta•in types is being planned but until this is 
completed it seems preferable to avoid treating any stains except those 
where associated damage is obvious. Microscopic examination is often the 
best means of determining damage. 
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I sometimes felt that textiles were unnecessari1y treated, especially 

concerning cleaning although the extent of treatment was never actually 

so great as to harm a textile. However, this opinion may have been due 

to the fact that I did not have enough knowledge of the appearance of a 

type of textile in its· original state. It is also difficult to assess 

how damaging certain types of soil actually are, and so how important it 

is to remove them~ However, at the Gallery, some types of stains which 

it is considered necessary to remove are: 

i) Acidic Stains - for example, fruit stains and perspiration stains. 

Fibres, especially cellulose fibres, are susceptible to damage through 

acidity, which causes fibre breakdown leading to holes, thin fragile 
areas of fabric etc. 

alkaline dyes. 
Acidity may also cause dye colour change in 

I treated. acidic stains on a Pink Sunbonnet (from the International 

Fashion and Textiles collection) which may have been caused by fruit or 

tea. They were scattered over the inside of the brim and were of varying 

colour intensity and size. The pH of the stains was not tested prior to 

treatment, but they ._.,ere identified by my supervisor as acidic stains 

caused by fruit or tea. In cases where the cause is not known, the use 

of a pH meter will identify whether.the stain is causing acidity in the 

fabric. However, on museum textiles, an acidic·· stain can usuaHy be 

identified by location, or the effect it has had on the fabric. 

• To remove the acidity, washing the area in standard soap solution and 

rinsing in deionised water is the most effective treatment. Brushing the 

area with concentrated soap froth prior to washing will help to 

solubilise the water soluble components of the stain, such as colouring 

matter in tea and fruit stains, and sugar in fruit stains. 

Ten percent ammonia solution applied locally to the stains may help to 

neutralise them, if washing has not corrected the acidity, and will 

remove colouring from the stain. However, I prefer to limit a stain 

removal treatment to a less extreme pH, as I believe extreme acidity and 

alkalinity is probably more damaging to fibres than the stain. However, 

if extreme pH solutions are effective and the fabric is strong, they can 

be used, but only on the fibres of the same pH preference, i.e. use 
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PHOTO# 13. 
Direct contact iron stains, possibly from a coat hanger, 

inside Sharya's coat. 

PHOTO# 14. 

Diffuse iron stains and perspiration stains inside 

waist of Sharya's trousers. 
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acidic solutions only on silk and wool, and alkaline solutions only on 

linen and cotton. 

It is important to remember when treating acidic stains that the acidity 

is the usually most da~aging component and therefore the most important 

to remove. To test the effectiveness of a stain removal treatment, the 

acidity of wash water before, during and after treatment was measured, 

using Mercoquant pH strips. However, like the identification of such 

stains, the effectiveness of previous simi 1 ar treatments on different 

textiles usually meant that the effectiveness of the technique was not 

verified each time it was used. 

In some cases only part of the stain can be removed. The oversleeves for 

Shahryah' s costume from the ball et 'Scheherezade', were st-ai ned under the 

arms from perspiration, where the moisture had dissolved the blue dye in 

the velvet outerfabric of the sleeves. In this case.the fabric could not 

be washed as the dye was water sol _ubl e, and so the only treatment was to 

dryclean the sleeves in tetrachloroethylene. Drycleaning perspiration 

stains is effective in removing the oil component of the stain. 

As the acidic stains which I saw had not caused the fibres to breakdown, 

I feel that treatment for their removal is only. warranted in extreme 

cases of staining, and must take into account the type of fabric and its 

physical state. 

,. 

~ii) Iron Stains - These are caused by either direct contact with iron 

particles - (for example, from iron coathangers, or iron fastenings such 

as press studs or pins) or by indirect contact with iron particles (for 

example, through machining techniques such as rolling with iron rollers 

during pleating, or ironing). If the iron particles oxidise a rust stain 

occurs which not on 1 y disfigures the object but, in extreme cases, 
• • ·,. J" • • ·'t~~ . .. : . 

damages the fibres and causes holes. These types of stains and their 

effects are illustrated in the photographs. 

In instances of severe iron stains and related damage such as these I 

. believe it is advisable to treat the stains as mentioned in the treatment 

reports, with 10% oxalic acid. This method is effective on most iron 

stains, causing the stain to be reduced at least, if not completely 
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Cyan Green Yellow Red 

PHOTO# 15. 

Iron stained petticoat hem from a Maidservant's costul!le 

from the ballet "Le Coq D'or". 



removed. It is also a quick treatment, 30 minutes maximum, and I believe 

this is beneficial to fibres which are severely iron stained (and 

therefore weakened) as they are likely to be less damaged by a quick 

treatment than by a slow treatment such as an E.D.T.A. di sodium salt 

bath; However, the subject of the cause, effect and treatment of iron 

stains ·is not fully understood. Josephine Carter is at present 

researching the topic. 

In instances of slight or diffuse iron staining, where fibres are not 

embrittled, it is probably often preferable to withold treatment. The 

effect of iron stain treatments, either due to pH of the stain removal 

solution, or to the time required for the fibres to be wetted out may 

more adversely effect the texti 1 e than the i ran particles present in a 

controlled environment. 

Alternative treatments examined in conservation 1 iterature have not 

proven as useful as the standard iron stain removal treatments used at 

the Gallery, because they are either too toxic (such as hydrofluoric 

acid) or have a cosmetic effect only, instead of also complexing or 

chelating the iron particles. 

The pet ti coat . { see photograph) was treated for both direct contact and 

diffuse iron stains. The treatment for the foriner is mentioned above. 

The latter were treated in a 2.5% disodium s9lt bath overnight, which 

successfully removed the slight discolouration from iron staining t~at 

• remained after washing, and would be verified by looking inside a 

protected part of the petticoat beneath a seam allowance. 

Although it is preferable not to immerse fibres in an aqueous solution 

for so long, I felt this treatment was justified as the petticoat was in 

very good condition. However, I now would hesitate to use this 

teclini que ~ until· res·earch i rito iron stains has been comp 1 eted. 

Similarly, the diffuse iron/perspiration stains inside a pair of trousers 

from the thea_tre arts collection, see photograph, probably will not cause 

any damage to the fabric in a controlled environment. Their attempted 

removal using standard iron stain removal solutions would have caused 

more stress to the fabric than the stains. This is a case where iron 

49. 
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stains must not necessarily be removed and only treated for cosmetic 

reasons if the fabric is strong. 

Correct storage of textiles to reduce further oxidation, by keeping RH 

below 55% makes the treatment of many iron stains unnecessary. 

iii) Dye Stains - It is preferable to remove dye stains that are 

disfiguring a textile. However, often dye stains become insoluble over a 

period of time, so that their only form of removal is by bleaching. I 

believe this is justified only if the fabric is strong. I treated a 

theatre costume in this way, as the insoluble dye stains from red cotton 

appliqued stripes were ruining the intended contrast between the applique 

and the cream linen ground. 

Dye stains may also indicate that the dye is still very soluble, and so 

attempted removal of the stain may only cause further dye bleeding. In 

this case familiarity with the dye or extreme care during testing (such 

as the method used at Hampton court for testing dye solubility, mentioned 

previously) wil1 prevent further staining during treatment. For example, 

tumeric dye, found on some Indonesian textiles is very soluble, if 

unmordanted, and even apparently undyed areas may have the dye powder 

present. If these areas are wetted out they are irreversibly stained. 

iv) Fungus/mould stains - These appear as small grey dots over an area 
,, 

and disfigure the textile's appearance. In suitable conditions the 

· spores can also germinate and cause further fungal growth, and damage 

the textile or other textiles in the col1ection. Therefore it is 

necessary to remove them. When individual fibres are badly stained, t!Je 

stain can only be removed by bleaching. 

Mould stains covered the mask of a costume from the International Theatre 
.,. . .~~~ .. 

Arts collection. The mask is constructed of buckram, the starch in which 

provided food for mould·, and is painted white. The mould stains were 

disfiguring the geometric decoration of the mask, and so were removed 

using ethanol swabs. If dyes associated with mould stained textiles are 

soluble in ethanol, the only treatment possible may be a Thymol treatment 

to kill spores. 

so. 



PHOTO # 16. 

PHOTO# 17. 
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v) Concretions - These can be of various types, for example - food 

concretions, tar, clay, but should be removed as they stiffen the fibres 

directly beneath them and so can cause fibre breakage by impairing the 

pliability of the fabric. They can also lead to physical damage by 

attracting insects that eat the fibres as well as the concretions. 

The 'Bizarre' silk cope from the International Fashion and Textiles 

collection was treated for concretions, probably food or wax. they were 

mechanically removed with a scalpel after softening with petroleum spirit 

B.P. 40 - 6o0c. 

FYicfc, graph !6 shows the inside of the headline on Shahrya' s hat was 

covered with a "pan cake" oil based makeup concretion. I dee i ded to 

remove the makeup and preserve some samples of it, to be kept with the 

treatment report. These might be useful in determining paint colour for 

a mannequin in future displays, and so should be preserved. However, the 

danger of the makeup spreading to other costumes or components during 

display and storage meant that it was preferable to remove it. 

Photograph 17 shows the hat without makeup. 

In general when considering the preservation of concretions that were 

part of the original costume, one must be guided by their potential for 

damaging the object, and their importance to futur~ research. 

cases it is possib1e to remove damaging components and preserve 

of them or record them so that they can be used for research. 

In most 

a portion 

vi) A note on metal cleaning - Textiles are often multimedia artworks 

and metallic embellishments and fastenings are frequently part of them. 

If the metal is tarnished or corroded, it must be decided whether to 

treat it or not. As 'tarnish' infers discolouration to but not damage 

to the metal (in fact it often protects it), and 'corrosion' implies 
_.,:.,. .. . ~ ' 

destruction of the metal, it would seem that corroded metallic components 

only should be treated. However, often for aesthetic reasons the 

conservator is requested to treat tarnished metals. 

However, the removal of tarnish and corrosion with chemically active 

solutions such as Goddards Silver Dip (pH 1), Citric Acid solution etc, 

may damage the fabric, and, if the metal component cannot be removed, the 



I 
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PHOTO# 18. 

Gold Lame Bonnet. 
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fabric must be protected from the metal cleaning solution by placing 
polyethylene beneath and around it. 

In many cases treatment of slightly tarnished metal is unnecessary. 

The photograph shows a gold lame bonnet with minimal tarnish. Although 
extensive areas of the bonnet could have been cleaned without contacting 
the silk ribbon or crown, I chose not to clean the meta,l as I felt that 
it was not so tarnished as to cause damage. 

It is also important to be aware that many old alloys have components 
1 eached out of them, and that plated components may have had most of the 
plating worn off. In these cases, tarnish removal will create a flase 
colour on the design of the garment, as it reveals the colour of the base 
metal and not that of the plating as was originally intended. this 
occurred when cleaning nickel plated copper medallios on Queen Thamar 1 s 
costume (see photograph of costume on display, on pageq/ ). The metal 
cleaning solution 11 211 (see recipe in Appendix) removed grey tarnish to 
reveal salmon pink copper instead of silver nickel. 

Much 1 tarnish 1 is merely grease and dirt and can be removed using ethanol 
swabs to reveal the colour and shine of the metal beneath. When cleaning 
tarnish off metal components, it is best to attempt degreasing first as 
no further treatment may be required. 

- Methods of Stain Removal 

Mechanical removal - this is suitable if the substance can be removed 
without harming the fibres beneath it. It is often best as an i na·i al 
treatment as, if solvents are applied to a large concretion, for example, 
any colouring matter is often spread in a concentrated form and can cause 
a separate~ ·stkin~ ... For mechanical removal tools such as scalpels and 
tweezers are used. This technique was used to remove the was accretions 
from the 1 Bizarre 1 cape. This technique requires extreme care and should 
only be used if solvents are ineffective. 

Swab treatment - A suitable solvent is applied to the fabric on the 
reverse of the stain using a cotton bud or swab. In this way the stain 
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is not pushed through the fabric. Blotters beneath the stain absorb it 

as it is dissolved. If it is impossible to treat a stain from behind the 

area it can be removed from the surface by swabbing and blotting 

repeatedly, being careful not to apply too much solvent which could cause 

the stain to spread. This technique was used on most of the stains I 

treated. 

'Ringing' - To prevent 'water marks' or 'bleeding', that is, further 

staining caused by the stain being carried along the fibres in a solvent 

carrier, it is possible to 'ring' the stain with a solvent, or to apply 

the solvent in a circle around the stain. This contains the stained area 

and can be applied from upper or lower fabric surfaces. However, on very 

soluble dyes/stains it is probably better not to treat tne stain. 

This technique was used to apply trichloroethylene around wax accretions 

on the 'Bizarre' silk cope, following mechanical removal. 

Stain removal using a poultice - This is a means of confining a solvent 

to the st.ained area. This is often necessary, for example if the fabric 

dye is susceptible to the solvent or if it may harm the fabric 

surrounding the stained area. Magnesium tr;silicate powder or 

'Laponite', are mixed with the solvent and the paste is applied to the 

stained area only. As it dries, the medium draws up the d1sso1ved stain. 

When dry it is easily mechanically removed. This technique was used on 

the dirt stains on the inside of the waistband of the Gontcharova blou,e. 

• In coorse,wovenJabrics, however, I have found ttiat the poultice pO\-Kier is 

very difficult to remove · and so would not r-eco111nend its use in these 

cases. 

These are the main methods of stain removal I have used during my 

internship._ ~,t~er ~echniques, such as the use of a 'spotting board', 

which drycleaners use to dra.,, the solvent through the stain fabric by 

suction, removing the stain with it, are us.eful in some cases, if the 

fabric is strong enough. 

However, I have found that deleterious stains can generally be removed and 

it is the physically harmless but aesthetica... lly displeasing stains that 

are difficult to remove ( s; ro ink for exampl e). In these instances I 



have preferred not to treat the stain, as any prolonged treatment must 
affect the fibres, at least through abrasion, and could cause damage. 

D. & E. General Cleaning - Drycleaning and/or Wet cleaning (washing) 

A textile requires dry cleaning to remove overal 1 oil based di rt, and 
washing to remove overall watersoluble dirt. The removal of these soils 

can 
1. Prevent the abrasion of the fibres 
2. Neutralise acidity 
3. Prevent insect attack 
4. Remove cellulose degradation (oxidation) products 
5. Condition fibres. 

For example, some dirt particles such as sand are abrasive and will cut 
individual fibres and cause the textile to become weak. The Peruvian 
fragment which I treated was impregnated with particles of a shiny 
substance which ~nder microscopic examination appeared to be sand or mica 
particles. These were removed during washing. 

Many of the ballet costumes had not been cleaned after they were last 
used and so were still carrying overall acidic perspiration in the 
fibres. They were also very dirty from storage over a long period of 
ti me, and many of the wool components had al ready been attacked by 
insects (for example one of the blouses from 'Le Coq 0 1 0r 1

), which ~re 
- attracted by dtr-r 1.uhlch rno':J have conta·1ned food substance~ 

such as 01\'3 or su90..,. 

The Peruvian textile fragment and the Chancay woven fabric which I 
treated were both washed to remove oxidation products. Spot tests in 
soap solution had produced that characteristic yellow colour of oxidation 
pro~ucts,_ even. __ after all dirt had been removed from the area. Washing 
restored the true dye colours. The two textiles mentioned above were 
also washed to enable a conditioner to be dispersed throughout the 
fibres. Although a conditioner can be applied by spraying (see Treatment 
report for Peruvian textile fragment) or painting, a conditioner added to 
the final rinse water is the most effective conditioning method. 
Conditioning is only temporarily effecti~e (see Peruvian Textile fragment 
treatment report) but is useful in enabling the conservator to carry out 



repairs or restoration without excessive fibre loss. Similarly, handling 

of delicate cotton and linen textiles is made easier when they are wet as 

their strength increases approximately 10%. 

In addition to causing physical damage to a textile, overall dirt can be 

considered aesthetically damaging if it alters the overall appearance of 

a textile to an unacceptable extent. Dust and dirt in the fibres of a 

textile can distort its true colour and/or texture, for example the 

frockcoat and oversl eeves of Shahrya' s costume from the ba 11 et 
' 

'Scheherazade' were a scarlet brocaded plush fabric. Before dry cleaning 

the brocaded pattern of the pile was not visible as the pile was 

flattened and dusty. After dry cleaning the brocade pattern was clearly 

visible. 

In the above cases general cleaning is justified. However, it should not 

be carried out if it will be more damaging, either physically or 

aesthetically, to the garment, to remove the dirt from the fibres than to 

allow it to remain. 

i) Drycleaning 

The possible types of damage that can occur and which must be tested for, 

are, in drycl eaning 

a) Dye solubility 

b} Fibres not strong enough to withstand the mechanical action of 

drycleaning. 

The solvents mainly used for drycleaning textiles are 

tetrachloroethylene, petroleum spirit, and ethanol. If dyes are soluble 

in these the textile cannot be drycleaned. Often however, dyes that are 

soluble in these chemicals are also soluble in water, and so cannot be 

washed either.~ This is true of many dyes which are painted onto fabrics 
and not fixed,•,~ for ~xample,' tumeric dye on many South Sumatran Textiles 

(e.g. 'Palepai'). 

If drycleaning is.done in the laboratory, mechanical action is kept to a 

-minimum, and usually the most fragile textiles can be drycleaned, for 

example the Peruvian textile fragment, by taking various precautions (see 

Peruvian Fragment troofment report). Drycleaning solvents do not 
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PHOTO# 19. 

Peruvian Fragment. 

Warp and weft threads are missing from the upper area. 

Waxy concretion can be seen to the left and right of the 

damaged area. 

PHOTO# 20. 

Peruvian fragment, missing weft threads. 
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physically affect the fibres as do aqueous sol vents (which cause the 
fibres to expand when they are saturated). Textiles in strong condition 
can be drycleaned commercially, and fragile components can be protected. 
For example, Shahryah' s frockcoat was structurally able to with stand 
commercial drycleaning but the appliqued silk panels were very fragile 
and considerably damaged. They were covered with Stabiltex gauze sewn 
around their perimeter and withstood commercial drycleaning with no fibre 
loss. 

ii) Washing 

When washing care must be taken that the textile is not damaged by the 
stress caused to the fibres as they expand when they are saturated, and 
that dyes do not run. 

The fragility of textile fibres may be overcome and all ow the text i 1 e to 
be washed if adequate precautions are taken. For example, the treatment 
report for the Peruvian textile fragment illustrates how a very fragile 
textile was successfully washed. It is necessary to encapsulate the 
textile to prevent fibre loss, support the entire textile during washing 
to prevent damage through strain caused by the increased weight of the 
wet textile, and minimise damage through abrasion. 

The photographs show two fragile textiles - Queen Thamar's veil, and the 
Peruvian fragment - which were successfully cleaned. 

PHOTO# 21. 

Thamar's veil encapsulate d in Stabiltex. 
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The microscope equipment was used for exam1n1ng and cleaning the Peruvian 
fragment. The textile was examined as illustrated in the photograph, and 
cleaned in a photographic tr~y placed beneath the microscope. Althou3h 
this technique of treating an object · through the microscope is w·id1:ly 
practised, particularly in painting conservation, I believe it is best to 
limit one 1 s use of the microscope to examination. Treating the textile 
whfl e l ook-fng ·at' it 'through the microscope is not only very tiring to the 

eyes, but I believe it can be dangerous to the textile because it focuses 
one's attention on one tiny part of the textile rather than on the 

textile as a whole. This can lead to overcleaning and subsequent damage 
through abrasion. I initially used the microscope when cleaning the 
fragment, but soon preferred to only use it for occasional checks on the 
condition of the textile during treatment. 

PHOTO# 22. 
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Dye solubility in · alkaline washing solutions can also be prevented by 

washing in a non alkaline solution, either distilled water only, or by 

creating an acidic solution by adding acetic acid to the washing solution 

or painting the soluble dye areas with acetic acid. For example, when 

washing the maidservant 1 s pinafore dress from the ballet 'Le Coq D'Or', 

the green linen fabric was painted with a 5% solution of Acetic acid. 

This created an acidic pH (approx pH 5) in the vicinity of the fabric and 

prevented the alkaline sensitive dye from bleeding. Various soap 

solutions can be prepared with less alkaline pH than standard soap 

solution, but I have found these do not remove dirt. I prepared several 

of these different low pH soap solutions, following the recipes in 

"Detergents and their function in washing old textiles", 

Judith Hof enk de Graaf 

!COM Committee for Museum Laboratories 

Brussels, Sept, 1967. 

· It is usually possible to clean even the most fragile textiles but the 

extent of cleaning must be carefully considered. One must be sensitive 

to the fact that textiles are usually practical objects,h;:ii"'i:trernodeto be 

used, cleaned and re-used. Often they are cleaned excessively in an 

attempt to make them look 'new 1
, but in fact this often creates a false 

appearance. This problem is one of aesthetic judgement and thus involves 

the curator, and is part of the issue of 'overconser~ation 1
• 

, 

The treatment of the Gontcharova dress was a lesson in overcleanit1g. 

·After drycleaning, the deleterious stains and dirt had been removed, but 

it was decided to \\lash the dress in order to restore its 'original' 

colour. Unfortunately the loss cf some dye, which was not predicted by 

prior testing, caused the garment to look jaded and overcleaned after 

washing. Although the washing did not harm it, the most desirable 

appearance was ~ot achieved. 
• -~\·j · ·• 

F. Drying 

The correct methods of drying a textile are those which will cause the 

least stress and distortion to the fibres of the textile, and therefore 

to the textile itself. During drying the textile must be 

a) adequately and evenly supported 

b) prevented from drying unevenly 
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c} prevented from altering its dimensions from those prior to washing. 

Many textiles, particularly wool, increase greatly in weight when wet. 

Wool and silk also lose approximately 20% of their strength when wet and 

so must be handled with great care in preparation for drying. If the 

entire textile is not supported during washing and during transferral 

from washing area to drying area (on a mesh screen for example), the 

fibres may distort or even break. The woven 1 Eclarte 1 fabric which I 

treated was a very large, open weave wool and linen fabric, that became 

very heavy when wet. For the treatment of textiles such as this, the 

prior organisation of assistance is necessary to prevent damage. 

Uneven drying c.an cause problems of dye bleeding. If two adjacent 

fabrics dry at different rates the dye from the slower drying fabric, if 

it is unstable, may move along the fibres to the dryer fabric next to it. 

The appliqued panels of the maidservant•s dress from the ballet 'Le Coq 

D1 0r 1 presented this problem. The skirt of the dress was draped over 4 

towel-covered chairs and the fans placed around the skirt to aid 

evaporation. 

painted areas 

bleeding. 

The cream coloured linen applique panels and the red 

were dried with a handheld hair dryer to prevent dye 

Because of fabric shrinkage due to lengthwise fibre shrinkage when wet, 

it is necessary to measure the dimensions of textiles prior to washing 

and, if necessary, to pin them out to the ori gi na 1 di men si ons WQen 

~ drying. Often wool en textiles can shrink considerably even if \-Jashed 

without agitation. In these cases it must be decided prior to washing if 

the risk of damage when pulling the textile back to its original 

dimensions is outweighed by the benefits of washing the textile. 

Dry"ing techniq~_e is al so important as it c;an greatly minimise the need 
for ironing. 

-•~J- ... 

G. Ironing 

A textile requires ironing to remove creases that are potentially harmful 

. to the fabric, as the fibre is greatly stressed at the edge of the 

crease. Eventually splitting can occur if sharp creases are not removed. 

Creases are al so generally not part of the aesthetics of garments and 
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textiles, although there are exceptions (for example the 'Laundry Look' 

of the modern Japanese designers, where wrinkled cloth is an integral 

part of the fashion concept). 

Ironing itself is potentially damaging, and this must be considered 

during drying as many wrinkles can be prevented by correct drying 

techniques. For example, the Gringsing which I washed was air dryed on 

polythene, and the suction between the cloth and the polythene during 

drying enabled it to dry aligned and without creasing. Many flat 

textiles can be dried using this technique to minimise ironing. 

Theoretically, a textile need only be ironed once in its conservation 

history. This however depends on its storage and display. Even the most 

fragile and intricate textiles can be ironed, using a variety of custom 

made padded forms, and a selection of small ironing heads with a heated 

spatula unit. Dye solubility must be considered when using steam to 

remove creases. The steam can be produced by spraying the textile with 

deionised water or ironing through a damp cloth. . The steam unit on a 

conventional iron should not be used as it may transfer iron particles to 

the textile. 

The petticoat from the maidservants costume from the ballet 'Le Coq D'Or' 

had a ruffled flounce that required ironing ov~r a specially· made 

miniature form, using a pointed Wi 11 ards heated spatula head. The 

petticoat was stored with each fold padded with acid free tissue paper~ 

I felt that this padding was excessive as the fabric of the petticoat was 

sound, and the padding did not prevent the ruffle from eventually 

creasing. 

It 1s important to regulate the heat of the iron to suit that of the 
. :•~",;- . ·• : 

fabric. The Textile Conservation Centre, at Hampton Court, London, 

advocates finger ironing· on1y, to minimise the risk of heat damage to the 

textile, but this seems a little extreme. 

H. Repair and Restoration 

If repair is returning a damaged area of a textile to its former 

structure, and restoration is returning the damaged area to its former 
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appearance it can be seen that the two treatll)ents often overlap or are 

the same, 

Various techniques for repa{r and restoration can be used, all of which 

should be completely reversible and able to remain unaltered 

indefinately. However, as all synthetic adhesives used in lamination may 

yet be found to be irreversible (as others have in the past) it seems 

sewing restoration may be the only safe restoration method. Repairs 

could also be unobtrusive yet be distinguishable from the original 

textile. Sewing restoration seems generally to be more harmonious when 

repairing textiles, but in some cases such as repairing fine silk fabric, 

lamination is less obtrusive. However, although I have used lamination 

extensively to restore textiles, I now believe sewing restoration is 

applicable to, and preferable in, most cases where damage has occurred. 

Storage and display techniques can minimise stress on a garment and so 

lessen the extent of restoration necessary. 

Some restoration techniques used at the Gallery are: 

i) Lamina ti on - This technique is used to repair areas of broken 

threads (splits, tears) or to repair areas of thread loss (from insect 

attack, for example), or to strengthen weak areas of fabric (e.g. from 

abrasion) and so prevent repairs from becoming necessary in the future. 

A piece of adhesive-cooJtecl polyester or silk gauze is heat-set to 

either the upper of lower surface of the fabric. I have always u,~ed 

- Mowilith 0M4 PVA adhesive when laminating textiles, because other 

adhesives tested have proved less satisfactory for quick heat setting, 

non-stickiness and ease of preparation with toxic dilutants. {Beva, for 

example, proved too tacky and not strong enough). It is possible to 

colour match the gauze and the area being laminated, so that the repair 

is· inconspic;uous. Silk crepeline is used where the colour range of 

Stabilte~· polj~ster' gauze is unsatisfactory, because silk, unlike 

polyester, can be easily dyed. The threads to be laminated are aligned, 

and when laminated, the fabric appears whole again, and the threads are 

prevented from further damage or loss. If the threads are particularly 

fragile, or if the area is impossible to laminate from the lower surface 

(for example, appliqued fabrics) the upper surface is laminated. I used 

this latter technique to repair the damage to the appliqued silk panels 



PHOTO# 23. 

Realigned areas. 

Couching threads visibJ 

PHOTO #24. 

Peruvian fragment following conservation, incorporating' 

extensive couching using Stabiltex thread to realign and secure 

damaged areas. 
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of Shahrya' s coat from the ballet 'Scheherezade', as they were not able 

to be repaired from beneath. 

However, this technique could present problems such as dust gathering, 

adhesive yellowing and irreversibility. 

unchanged after 18 months. 

However the repairs seem 

The photographs illustrate the lamination technique used on Shahryah's 
'\ coat (see po5e t, l ;· 

The coat, which formed part of Shahrya's costume in the ballet 

"Scheherazade", is made of brocade and decorated \'1ith app 1 i qued silk 

panels. The silk fabric consisted of a cotton warp on a silk •:1eft, and 

is bordered with metallic braid. Many of the silk threads had perished, 

leaving the cotton threads tangled. This damage 11Jas quite extensive. 

PhotographZ3shows a typical section of the panels. 

When deciding on the method of crinsolidation to be used on these panels I 

was restricted by the time available. This unfortunately eliminated the 

most appealing restoration methods, namely, extensive sewing restoration 

onto a backing fabric beneath each of the damaged areas, or sevting the 

aligned cotton _threads beneath pockets of gauze, couching the threads 

into place either before applying the gauze or couching through the 

gauze. 

-Lamination was the only other feasible alternative, but the usual 

technique of laminating from beneath the damaged fabric proved 

impossible, as I could not insert the prepared gauze beneath the cotton 

threads and align them sufficiently without puckering the gauze, and so 

disrupting the placement of the threads. This difficulty was due to the 

fact that each end of the threads was fastened beneath braid so that 

there was not enough room beneath them to keep the gauze in place while 

aligning the threads. 

Using white Stabiltex polyester gauze and preparing it for lamination 

.with Mowilith DM4 PVA adhesive diluted l :3, I decided to cut patches to 

match the size and shape of the damaged areas and adhere them to the top 

Gb. 



PHOTO# 25. 

PHOTO# 26. 

PHOTO # 27. 

Chancay fabric 
after conservation 

showing rewover 

areas. 



of the aligned threads. This would keep the threads aligned and intact 

and restore the coat's original appearance. 

I used Stabiltex gauze in preference to silk crepeline due to its greater 

strength, resistance to insect attack and because it blended well with 

the appliqued silk - see photographs 25and.2.b. However, I now believe 

that, for silk fabrics, a silk restoration fabric s.hould.be used,. as the 

strength of the two fabrics, original and consolidative; will be more 

balanced and so prevent damage to the weaker, original component. 

A costume is only as strong as its weakest component, even after 

extensive strengthening of these by restoration methods. A textile or 

fabric may perhaps be consolidated by restoration to achieve~ an overall 

increase in strength, but a costume or garment due to its more comp 1 ex 

construction and therefore increased stresses during handling, cannot 

generally- be consolidated so as to increase its overall strength. 

In the case of insect attack, the use of a synthetic fabric means that 

the insects must choose to eat the original fabric, whereas if a natural 

fibre is used for restoration the insects may attack it in preference to 

the original fabric. 

ii) Reweaving - In areas where the threads have broken and become 

loosened from their original position, but not lost, it is possible to 

reweave damaged areas of the fabric and, in combination with lamination, 

or couching, to restore the former appearance of the fabric, while adding 

strength. The Chancay fabric was repaired in this way and, to minimise 

the change in appearance to this gauzy fabric, silk crepeline was dyed 

with a mixture of Remazol dyes {Hoescht) to match the colour of the 

textile. 

I found this treatment very satisfying as it repaired the textile in a 

manner which matched its method of fabrication. Although very time 

consuming it is not such an eye strain as (c) below and so tan be done 

over extensive periods of time. The photograph illustrates the damaged 

areas of the Chancay after reweaving. 



PHOTO# 28. 
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PHOTO # 29. 
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iii) Sewing Restoration - This technique is used to consolidate weak 

textiles such as Precolumbian textiles in which the fibres are often very 

fragile due to age. Extensive couching in Stabiltex thread can be done 

without being visually obvious, and, if done over the entire textile can 

strengthen it without obscuring the underside of the fabric, as does 

lamination. This is important if the textile is to be used as a study 

piece. 

This technique causes eyestrain and should be done in conjunction with 

other pieces requiring different techniques so as to break up the time 

spent sewing. Some conservators do not use synthetic threads in sewing 

restoration as they believe they wi 11 cut the softer natural fibres. 

However, if the fabric is adequately repairaiand does not have to support 

the stress of normal use, the synthetic fibres should not cause damage. 

iv) P.V.A. Skin - This technique is a means of laminating stiffer 

thicker fabrics than can be adquately supported by laminating with 

Stabiltex gauze. A skin of P.V.A. is placed between the backing fabric 

and the damaged textile, and the two fabrics are laminated together. I 

have not yet used this technique but will do so to laminate the 

rubberised cuffs from the 11 Le Chout" costume, which are split and 

fragile. The rubberised fabric is too stiff and heavy to be adequately 

supported using Stabiltex gauze, so I will use a lawn backing fabric. 

The problem I forsee in using this technique will be to make large enough 

areas of PVA skin so that a smooth, even lamination can be achieved. ,. 

v) Several methods of stabilising damaged fabric as used on the collar 

of Shahrya 1 s coat. 

Photograph2~ shows the pink uppercollar before treatment. The silk had 

beeri damaged where the collar 1 s whalebone stiffeners have broken the ... '. .. ~ ... 
fibr~s, ciuiing hole~~ 

PhotographZ9 shows the col1ar edge. The cream silk fabric is decorated 

with metallic braid. The silk weft threads have broken due to the 

strains of wear and handling, and only the cotton warp threads remain. 

Even these are missing in some places, revealing the muslin lining 

fabric. The remaining cotton threads are tangled. 
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PHOTO# 30 . 
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Photograph 3() shows the methods I used to stabi l .i se the co 11 ar. As in my 

treatment of the silk fabric on the rest of the coat, I laminated the 

cotton and silk threads from above, after I had aligned them, using 

Stabiltex gauze and Mowilith 0M4 PVA adhesive_. The pink silk fabric of 

the uppercollar extended to the edge of the collar, beneath the cream 

silk fabric and metal lie braid. Some fragments of this fabric were 

revealed at the collar edge and to consolidate this fabric I used the 

method described above. 

I chose this method for reasons previously outlined. Although I would 

prefer to use other methods of consolidation I believe this was the most 

effective possible in the time given. 

The pink silk upp~rcollar was treated differently as I was able to unpick 

the seam between upperco 11 ar and back lining and insert a piece of J ap 

silk fabric dyed to col our match using Hoese ht Remq.zol dyes, beneath the 

uppercollar fabric. 

This simulated restoration of the fabric and prote<::ted th_e silk from the 

edges of the whalebone. The whalebone was secured more firmly with a 

couple of stitches across the ends to prevent further damage tb the silk 

fabric. 

To hold the uppercollar in place I sewed Stabiltex polyester gauze along 

the edge of the metallic braid and secured the other end of the ga~ze 

~ beneath the seam joining the uppercollar and back facing. 

Although this method does not secure the damaged fabric to the backing 

fabric it is p referab 1 e to a sewing res tor at ion as the si1 k was so 

fragile that stitches would probably have ripped it as soon ·as the coat 

was handled • 
. · ' - . 

This method of consolidation would not be used on silk areas of the coat 

and collar edge as the cotton threads would not. have stayed aligned 

beneath the Stabi ltex gauze without extensive couching. Unfortunately 

time did not permit the use of a sewing restoration here, although it 

would have been preferred. 



PHOTO # 31. 

PHOTO .J.J. 
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Other Considerations when repairing a textile 

i) Previous repairs 

Often textiles arrive in the gallery complete with previous mends, done 

either by the original wearer or by the dealer who sold the textile. It 

is usually possible to tell which by the appearance of the mend or by the 

type of sewing thread used. Photograph.31 shows old repairs to theatre 

costumes. The style of the repair and the type of thread (100% cotton) 

indicate their age. Photograph 3.:, shows a batik repaired with synthetic 

thread, using small backing pieces cut from another similar textile. 

This is a modern repair. Photograph ... 32show~ a 11 tampan 11 repaired with 

rather bizarre darning in cotton thread. This is unlikely to be a 

dealer's repair due to the extent and intricacy of the repair. 

Gallery policy at present is to leave old repairs intact wherever 

possible. However, if the damaged area of the textile is not adequately 

supported by the repair, or if it is causing the fibres to distort, it 

must be removed. 

A photographic record of all old repairs is kept if the repair is to be 

removed. In some cases the curator must decide that the repair is too 

aesthetically damaging even if it is not physically harmful, and so it is 

removed. I do not see this as a problem, as modern repairs are always 

more effective in stabilising a textile than repairs which are so out of 

sympathy with the textile as to be ugly. 

PHOTO# 33. 
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• i;) Resewing Seams - The photograph shows stich holes from ori gi na 1 seam 

joining bodice to sleeve op Shahrya's coat. 

Where a seam on a garment has come undone, either· because it has been 

unpicked at some stage or because the sewing thread or fabric has rotted, 
it is often po~sible to resew it. This is desirable as it restores the 
garment's· orig°fnal appearance and usually stabilises it to some extent. 

However, before resewing, some indication of the original seam position, 

and of the type and size of stitches used, is needed so that these can be 

matched. Stitch holes can provide all this i_l')formation. The 'type and 

colour of the original thread must also be matched, and can be determined 

by examining fragments of original sewing thread, either in the stitch 
holes or on other parts of the garment. 

PHOTO# 34. 
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PHOTO# 35. 

PHOTO# 36. 
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iii) New components added to costumes and textiles - The photographs 

show: 
l. Shahrya 1 s costume on display following conservation and addition of 

new undersleeves. 
2. Costume as purchased, i.e. minus undersleeves. 

As when repairing damaged areas, any new material added should be 

visually discernable but harmonious with original fabrics, and should 

stabilise the original fabric/garment. New components added to a costume 

may help to prevent damage to the -original c~mponents, or may be added 

for cosmetic reasons, i.e. to complete the original design. The new 

unders 1 eeves added to Shahryah I s costume matched those seen in 

photographs taken during performances of 1 Scheherazade 1
, and were added 

to complete the original design, following consultation with the curator. 

When adding new components. fabric type. colour and method of manufacture 
must be matched as closely as possible to the original. in the· case of 

the undersleeves, the fabric type and sleeve shape could be discerned 
from photographs, but the colour had to be selected by the curator. The 

stitch holes of the seam in the armhole of the coat indicated that the 

sleeve was machine sewn. 
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Inside of Shahryah's hat repaired with buckram insert. 

The hat was built around a buckram support that had a piece removed (for 
reasons unknown). The back of the hat had collapsed because of this, and .. 

~ I replaced it using a matching piece of buckram painted black using 
indian ink, which is insoluble in water after drying. 
glued into place using Mowilith DM4 PVA adhesive. 

PHOTO# 37. 

The buckram was 
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I. Display Methods 

These are devised after discussion with the curator. Methods used at the 
Gallery include: 

a) For flat textiles hung vertica1ly -

(i) Hung from Velcro - This method is suitable for strong thick 
textiles which can support their weight without pulling on the threads 
~here the Velcro has been stitched to the back of the fabric. The other 

side of the Velcro is glued to a wooden bar attached to the wall(f•~~.Thi s 
method was used to hang cotton heavy weave Indonesian textiles, (eg Pua 
Sungkit), and tapestries. It is not suitable for silk. If the textile 
has been unevenly woven or is joined to another piece unevenly (as are 
many Indonesian textiles) the top of the cloth may be moved higher on the 
longer side so that the textile hangs without folds.(Fig.1) 

Fig. 2 
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(ii) An attached strip of fabric is sewn to the back of the 

textile and this is rolled around a bar which can be hooked onto the 

wall. This method is suitable for textiles mentioned above, and for 
lighter fabrics as well. I prefer it to the above method for all types 

of textiles except tapestries, as the fabric does not make a ridge at the 
top of the textile like 'Velcro' can, and because it can be sewn further 
down the textile and reinforce any weak areas. 
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(iii) Complete backing of a textile, with a fc:i.bric strip, as tn 

method (ii), sewn to the upper edge of the backing. 

This method is suitable for textiles that are thought to be too heavy or 
fragile to be hung supported only from the top edge. the backing must be 

sewn on with stitches running in the warp and weft directions. I hung 

the 'Eclarte' fabric using a stiff backing fabric sewn on with rows of 
stitches in the warp direction only, and, because the textile was so 

heavy, it sagged inbetween the stitching rows. 

Even with stitching rows in both dirctions I feel that the cloth might 

sag in-between rows, and that a support method such as those described 
below (bl would be safer. 

Fig. 4 
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(iv) Sewing text1le to a backing fabric whi~h is then used to 

cover a board. I displayed the Chancay fabric in this way, sewing it in 

a grid pattern to a stiff cotton fabric that was used to cover treated 

chipboard and displayed hanging vertically. The cloth did not sag during 

6 months display. Because the Chancay was light and of open weave in a 

rough cotton, it was particularly suited to this method as it could grip 

on to the backing fabric. 



b} For Flat textiles supported on a slope. 

The sloping board on which they are displayed can be anything from s0 

from the vertical, to horizontal. · 

The textile can be stitched to a backing fabric which is then used to 
cover the board, or placed on a covered board without stitching, if the 
board is on a large angle from the vertical and if the textile or fabric 
covering the board is of a rough weave (i.e. one with grip). This latter 
_approach is suitable for many small, open weave textiles, such as 
1 Tampans' or for silk cloths on a rough textured backing fabric. 
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c) Garments • 

(i) Flat display - Some textiles are cut in such a way that they 

are suitable for flat display - e.g. kimonos, however, the pattern is 

usually so distorted by this display method that it is preferable to use 

a vertical display. 
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(ii) Vertical disp1ay - There are two types of vertical disp1ay -
a) on f1attened, abstract forms 

b) on figures, i.e. mannequins. 

The first type of form is designed to give the effect of the costume 

floating in space, to remove it from the connotations of its use and 
present it as an art form, 

than its practicalities. 
to concentrate 0_11,) ts~ design _concepts __ rather 

This form is suitable for theatre costumes and 
some clothes - such as the 'Art Clothes' of Katie Pye which were designed 

as statements rather than apparel. 

The second type of form is suit ab 1 e for c 1 othes which were designed 
around the body, for example 1920 1 s dance dresses {presently displayed 
unsuccessfully on flat forms, at the Gallery). 

The display of both types of forms involves the conservator. 

PHOTO# 38. 

Displayed on 2D form , hung on nylon wire. 



Garments with kimono sleeves can be simply displayed using this technique 

if the fabric of the garment, is strong enough to support the garment's 

weight from the upper part of the sleeve. 

PHOTO # 39. 

Linda· Jackson's "Wildflower Dress", and printed fabric• 

-

PHOTO # 40. 

"Religious Cavalier", Katie Pye. 
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diagram. 

a) Fl at forms - These are constructed as i 11 ustrated in the 

They must be constructed so as to all ow the garment to be 

displayed without straining any part, and so may need separate arms or 

legs, so that the costume can be fitted onto the form. Very large or 

heavy garments will need substantial forms that may have to be moulded 

from perspex. These forms are usually hung from nylon wire, but heavy 

garments may need a brace from below or behind the form. These must not 

interfere with the garment in any way, for example - the nylon wire must 

be attached to the form so that it doesn't abrade collar or cuffs. 
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b) Mannequins The mannequin should be adequately flexible 

(i.e. removable arms etc) to ensure the garment can be easily fitted. 

It should be too small for the garment so padding can be added to fit it 

without straining the· fabrit. 

After using both types of display forms I find that the mannequins 

probably have a 1 arger range of uses, but the fl at forms have the 

advantage of being suitable storage forms. Mannequins unfortunately 

change according to the fashionable body shape of the time, and so often 

are not suited to the clothes which are displayed on them. 

The photograph shows a 'De 1 phos' Gown by Mariano Fortuny, displayed on a 

model of the same period. The photocopy of a mannequin from the 

exhibition 'Fabulous Fashion' illustrates a costume displayed on a 

mannequin with a body shape not compatible to that of the costume. !he 

dress is distorted and not adequately supported. 

When deciding upon the type of display for costumes one must consider the 

fragility of the fabric, not only vtith regard to the support necessary 

over the garment, but the ease with which the garment can be fitted to 

th~ mannequin, and the stress placed upon the garment during display. 

Al though the mannequin for 'Queen Thamar1 was custom made, its pose 

strained the fabric of the upper part of the costume, particularly around 

the underarms and elbows. The ease of movement allowed in most garments ,. 
~ to make them comfortable to wear does not compensate for the strain 

placed upon fabrics if displayed for any length of time in this sort of 

pose. 

Mannequins poses should be designed to support the garment • 
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PP.:OTO # 42. 

Thamar". '' Queen 

Designed by Leon Bakst . 
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PHOTO# 41. Delphos gown, 

designed by Mariano Fortuny. 



31. EVENING GOWN 

Red machine made Chantilly lace. 
French, Circa 1930 
Designed by Chanel 
Gift of Mrs. Carmel Snow, CI 56.26ab 

32. EVENING GOWN 

Claret-red silk velvet. 
French, Circa 1929 
Label: Madeleine Vionnet 
Gift of Mrs. James Walter Carter, 
1973.294. la 

33. EVENING GOWN 

Purple machine-lace, worn over 
purple satin slip. 
French, 1930 
Designed by Vionnet 
Gift of Mrs. George C Rand, 
1979.575. lab 
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PHOTO # 43. "Le Chout", soldier's mask. 

Front view, on Perspex form, after conservation. 

PHOTO # 44. "Le Chout", soldier's mask. 

Back view on Perspex form, after conservation. 
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c) Accessories Display - Perspex is a useful material for 

display forms for accessories such as hats, masks, etc. 

The mask/hat combination from the ballet 1 Le Chout' was mounted on a 

Perspex form which I designed after measuring the re-moulded buckram hat 

and mask. The form can also be used for storage. Perspex has the 

disadvantage of being quite brittle, and so can cause damage such as 

scratches and tears if it breaks. However, if handled and stored 

carefully, this can be avoided. 
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PHOTO# 45. 

Soldier's mask from "Le Chout", before conservation. 
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Textiles awaiting 

inspection or storage 

5 

STORAGE 

Selander boxes 

Open shelf units 
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Textiles at the Gallery are either displayed in glass show cases, in 

rerspex wall cases, wall-mounted behind glass panels, or on open display 

on the wall or on a platform (for garments). 

All of these methods have some problems, for example, 

a) Open display, even on a platform behind a barrier, places the 

textiles at risk. I witnessed two women leaning over the barrier in 

front of the pl at form in Gallery 3A,on which Fortuny gowns were 

_displayed, and, although they had to stretch to reach , pulled the 

padding out from beneath the dress. Textiles have as much tacti 1 e as 

visual interest and, unfortunately, for their own protection should be 

kept out of public reach. 

b) Glass show cases - are ventilated by small gaps down each edge, but 

as they are heated from light boxes in the top of the case, become warmer 

than-· the surrounding gallery. The cases have black floors that show dust 
and must be frequently cleaned. Gla"o~ al<oo hoe. onr-oy1~ reflec-hve 
propev-tie~ .· see rpho+o5raph of Ch0-nc.o..y fabnc. mo un+ed 
be h1f""ld 13\cis-s., pge:. Z>3. · 
c) Open display wall mounted textiles - collect dust from the 

push-hammered concrete walls. This dust is damaging due to its abrasive 
and a\Ko\ine nature. 

d) Perxpex cases - cause distortion when viewing la_rge textiles as 

large sheets of Perspex bend easily. 

Environmental Conditions in the Galleries. 

The temperature and relative humidity are controlled by the Gallery air 

conditioning system and are maintained approxjmately at 21°c_::_ 1 and 

55%RH + 3%. In Gallery 3A, a small Gallery {5"C/ sq. m}, temperatures 

and humidity rise if the Gallery is crowded. The air conditioning is 

ge~erat1y· stable' ext~pt in events such as lightning strike and cooler 

breakdown. 

I. Storage 

The textile storage system at the Gallery has evo 1 ved from storage in 

Sol ander boxes and cardboard boxes to a system where different types of 
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PHOTO # 47. Large 4 drawer unit. 

Used for storine large garments .and medium sized textiles, 
to avoid folds. 

PHOTO # 48. Example of 1 arP,e drawer space, divided by 

nylon mesh removable tray. The trays can be used as full 

drawer length or half drawer length,as in the photo,to 
maximise storage. 



textile storage requirements are met by a serie~ of textile storage 

units. These include: 

i) Drawers - At the Gallery it is considered all costumes and any fl at 

textile which is not too large should be stored flat in drawers. I 

believe that a textile storage system should include some hanging space 

for costumes which are in a good enough condition to be hung during 

storage. These could include costumes for which the flat forms have been 

made, on which they could be hung during storage. I.f the c'Ostume is 

., adequately supported by a padded hanger, tie tapes, bags etc during 

hanging, I belie~e it will be less harmed than if it is put into a drawer 

with numerous folds, even if they are padded. 

Folded textiles are now padded with 1 sausages 1 of Dacron filled cotton 

stockinette, which are substantial and lasting, unlike tissue paper rolls 

that tend to flatten very quickly. 

Drawers are interleaved with archive text and the textile is covered ~t!l 

acid free tissue. The use of washed, undyed cotton fabric as a dust 

preventive covering would seem to me to be more practical, as it provides 

a complete and lasting cover. 

ii) Rolled Storage - Flat, unlined textiles which can be rolled are 

stored on rolls made from bubble pack covered in archive text, around a 

stainless steel core. ·The textiles are interleaved with acid free tissue 

and~rolled in archive text. The rolls are stored on a bracket system. 

Even large textiles such as tapestries are stored in this way. 

The only drawback with this system is that whenever the tex ti 1 e is 

unrolled for examination, the tissue interleaving must be replaced sheet 

by sheet before re-rolling. A complete sheet of acid free tissue, or a 

· 'single piece o·f "cott'on lawn fabric would simplify this proces. 

iii ) Boxed storage for ha ts, shoes, bags etc. These are stored ; n 

individual boxes made from Rising Museum Mount board with specially 

padded shapes inside to support the hats, or with adequate padding in the 

case of shoes etc, to prevent damage. Some shoes are wrapped in acid 
free tissue and stor~d with the relevant costume. 

qq 
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Gaps in front of the drawers 

allow dust to enter. 

PHOTO# 49. 

Textile mezzanine and ground 

floor storage area.The 

lights underneath the 

mezzanine floor, lighting the 

ground floor, are located 

directly beneath lights on thE 

mezzanine ceiling, creating 

'hot spots' on the mezzanine 
floor. 

Rolled storage racks. These a: 

pulled out to allow acess to 

the rolled textiles. 

PHOTO# 50. Examination table, mezzanine level, 

textile storage area. 
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This method is preferabl~ to storing all the shoes .in one drawer, for 

example, as they are easily muddled or misplaced and more likely to be 

damaged. 

The storage area is on two ·levels and lit· by Phillips 37 fluorescent 

lights. Its .temperature and RH are controlled by the Gallery's air 

conditioning system, at 21°c + 1°c, and 55% + 3% RH. Ho1Never-1 the a,r
ccx,d.,t1oner- doee, n,ot- .{:-i \fer- out oU duot ond this ente:r6 dro.vver 
s~roee unvti t-rirol--\9h a gop o t -the top of the dYDLwCf'3 

As the storage area contains an examination table, and is near a 

curatorial area
7
it is never completely dark. However, as most textiles 

are enclosed in drawers or on covered rolls, light damage is not a 

problem. However, at present all lighting in the storage area is on one 

switch and this has resulted in hot spots on the f1oor of the storage 

mezzanine area above the fluorescent lights lighting the ground floor 

storage area. As the alignment of lights on mezzanine and ground floor 

is the same, these areas are heated from above and below, and textiles 

stored in Solander boxes on the floor in these areas have been warm to 

touch. However, this problem is being rectified. 

Conclusions 

During my three years at the Australian National Gallery I have been 

introduced to a wide range of texti 1 es and costumes and 1 earnt a great 

deal concerning their background, as well as their conservation. I now 

find that my interest in textiles and costumes has been stimulated to the 

extent th~tI wish to pursue the historical study of them, and combine 

this ·with the knowledge I have gained from my textile conservation 

experience. 

I feel that textile conservators have a wide r~nge of technical skills 

that could be used to a greater extent when carrying out research on 

textiles ~nd costumes. 

I also would like to work in other institutions to learn of different 

approaches to textile conservation • . 

IOI 
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Textile ·I'rec,trrent Reportc,: 

Photographs have not been submitted with these reports 
as most of them were used in the text of this thesis. 



Chancay Woven Fabric - Treatment Report 

Description 

The textile consists of three long,narrow lengths of tabby weave 
indigo coloured cotton fabric, which are joined together along 
their lengths by coarse hemming stitch, to form a single 
rectangular shaped piece of fabr1c. 

The fabric is covered with a repeating bird motif, .comprising 
72 geometric bird shapes worked in alternating rose and mustard 
coloured woollen supplementary weft threads. All the birds 
are upright except for those in the left row which are upside 

. down., (Cl -tl'"e:9uen-t ecc.crm-1 c,-ty u, fen..:.,"ion weav1n<a1:::.). 

Each end of the cloth has a decorative band sewn to it, and a 
fringe is sewn to each of the bands. The.bands consist of rows 
of weft faced mustard, rose and green coloured woolilen threads 
interspersed with a decorative motif in cream and mustard. 
The fringe is woven in mustard coloured wool. 

A narrow band of natural-coloured, weft-faced, tabby weave cotton, 
is joined to the lower edge of .the fabric by large hemming 
stitches. 

Dimensions 

lm 65cm 
lm 66cm 

2m 44cm 
2m 43cm 

right side and centre 
left side 

top edge and middle 
bottom edge 

Dimensions of each of three pieces of cloth comprising body of 
fabric 
53cm x 244cm 
56cm x 244cm 
57cm x 243cm 

Weave 
1. Background 
1..Bird motifs 

(NB - see Raoul 

top 
middle band 
bottom 

open tabby weave 
embroidered in flat stitch 

d'Harcourt, plate 82A and pp . 120 and 119). 

3. Band at left and right - weft faced tabby weave. 

4.Attached fringe at each end - weft faced tabby weave, one end of 
warp threads form fringe. 

-s. Band across bottom - weft faced ·tJ.abby weave. 

NB - It is difficult to differentiate between warp and weft as 
there is a selvedge at each edge of the cloth. 
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Materials 

1- Background:warp - indigo dyed cotton 
weft - " " " 

2.Birds cotton supplementary weft threads in cream, mustard 
and rose. 

3. Left and right ends - bands 
mustard - wool 
green - cotton 
cream - cotton 
rose - wool. 

4. Backing cloth - Dk. blue tabby weave cotton. 

Sewing threads 
a) Originally- (J.ndigo blue cotton)-join in~the cream cotton band 

along bottom edge to main fabric. 
@band at eit)J.er end to main fabric 
@fringe to band at either end 
® three lengths of tabby weave indigo fabric. 

to form main fabric piece. 

b") Later - Dark blue sewing cottorlDsewing threads joining th.re a.di;; 
of damaged areas of background. 

@Sewing threads joining fabric to backing material. 

Condition 

The textile appears to be in good condition, it is impossible to 
see the back as it is stitched to the backing material at all 
edges. The fibres appear to be strong. The material has not 
ripped or lost shape although the backing method has placed the 
material under considerable strain by pulling it unevenly along 
its length and width. 

Some of the fibres of the supplementary wefts are fuzzy, 
indicating poor condition and could be fragile if handled too 
much. 

Structural 

Generally the fabric is structurally sonnd, except for eight 
areas o·:f damage. These are of similar size and location at each 
end (see diagram) and indicate that the fabric was folded when 
it received the damage. The damage is areas of broken warp 
and ·weft threads, in some areas parts of -t;he threads are lost but 
in others all the threads, though broken, remain. The damage 
could be a result of insect attack. 

This is the only.physical damage. In some areas the indigo 
dye of the background has faded - see diagram. However,this 
appears to be random and undefined, and so the warp and weft 
threads may have originally been uneven in .colour. The colour 
of the birds varies in shade too, indicating different dye lots 
may have been used on one piece of fabric. · · 

Stains etc. 

The textile is generally dirty, but the colours do not appear 
dulled or obscured. There do not appear to be any specific 
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stains. 

Treatment Proposal 

The treatment carried out cannot be a full conservation treat
ment as there is not enough time . The structural condition of 
the fabric is good, and as it does not appear stained or very 
dirty, dry and wet cleaning will not be carried out as they 
are not essential . 

The main problems to·tackle are:-

o')Removing the stress from the fabric by attaching it evenly to the 
.backing fabric so that the threads of the Chancay fabric are 
aligned and the cloth is not pulled unevenly as it is at present. 
The re-backing· will also mean that the weight of the material is 
evenly distributed by regularly spaced areas of stitching, and 
so provide adequate _support for it whilst on display. At 
present the areas of stitching are insufficient to adequately 
support the textile . 

.b)Providing support. for the damaged areas. 
At present these are only sewn randomly to the backing fabric. 
These areas should be aligned and backed onto a separate.fabric, 
which can itself be attached to the general backing material. 
In this way the damaged threads will be adequately supported, 
preventing :further loss and damage, and in most areas the 
original appearance will be adequately simulated. 
'51..1<39e"=>, cd "Trea1"W"1et'"l"T 

1) The piece will have to be entirely removed from its backing. 

2) The back of the cloth will be exami!le d and any further 
damage etc. noted. 

3) The fabric will be gently manually cleaned, using a soft 
bristle brush, to remove any loose dirt and dust. If 
necessary it can also be vacuumed. The vacuuming treatment 
can possibly be done while it is still sewn to its original 
backing. · 

4) 'fhe damaged areas will be aligned and heat sealed onto 
impregnated stabiltex gauze. 

5) The fabric will be reattached to a backing cloth using 
Silko cotton thread and stitched regularly throughout the 
length and breadth to support it. The backing cloth will 
have to be attached to ·• stretcher while the fabr:i,.c is sewn 
to it. The backing cloth might be of a light colour to show 
the open weave better. It should be preshrunk and free of 
size. The backing fabric should not be visible around the 
edges of the ehancay fabric. 

6) After the Chancay has been backed the packing fabric can 
have a strip of velcro attached to the top - in this way the 
fabric can be displayed as fabric rather than as a framed 
object, and still be adequately supported. · 

The warp and weft threads of the textile will be correctly 
aligned so that the present curves in the fabric (caused by 
unequal stresses on the fabric) will be removed. 

The alignment of warp and wef't +hre ads in the fabric should match 
that of the backing material, so that no stresses are created 
between backing material and fabric. 
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Indigo 

Red 
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dark 
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WATER 

X 
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wat'p threads 
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Cotton 
border 
Sewing 
threads 

5% OOAP OOLN. 
A.I'© WATER 

5% Soap Sol, 
+ 3% 
Acetic Acid 

J - t\S-\ilB'\ V. slight )( ".2.na wash. 

X 

V. slight 

V. slight 

X 

✓ V. slight 

v. slight v. slight 

X 

X 

.j 
(indigo) 

~ .t 

TINOVEI'IN JU 
IDN IONIC 
DErERGENT pH 7.5 

V. slight 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

5% OOAP OOLN. 
& 

20% GLYCERINE 

.J 

20% 
GLYCERINE 

3% AMIDNIA 

X 

X 

ALClDIDL & 
WATER 

V. sli ght 
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Solvent Tests 

The 
a) 
b) 

solvent tests 

Solubility of 
II 

showed two results:

dirt in various solvents. 
dyes " " " 

Dye Solubility Test Results 

The dye tests were interesting, as it at first appeared that the 
indigo dye was soluble in standard solution (pH9). However, 
indigo dye is not water soluble after drying. Further tests 
showed that the dyes · which had at first seemed soluble in an 
alkaline solu-t;ion, were not soluble, or not as soluble.when the 
same area was tested more than once. This seemed to indicate 
that the dye solubility was excess dye, (maybe the textile had 
never been washed), .or crocldng. 

As the dye was not more soluble in 3% anmonia (a very alkaline 
solution) than in 5% st.andard soap solution, I decided to wash 
the textile in standard soap solution even though the dyes ran 
more in this than in Tinovetin JU-based soap solution (neutral), 
because the dye solubility did not seem to be related to pH and 
the standard soap solution is a better cleaning agent. 

A.20% gylcerine solution with and without standard soap solution, 
was tested as the glycerine was necessary to co.ndi t ion the 
supplementary woollen threads. Alcohol and water was tested to 
see if it was viable to dryclean the textile. Not enough dirt 

·was removed in this way. 

The conclusion drawn was that an alkaline soap solution had the 
greatest cleaning power and that dye solubility was not related 
to pll, and in fact the dyes were not, · or only very slightly, 
soluble, once initial -excess dye had been removed. 

Therefore, the solvent with the greatest cleaning action, 
standard soap solution, was chosen. 

Treatment 

I eventually decided to clean the textile by washing as well as 
carrying out the proposed treatments. Tests were carried out 
to find dye susceptibility to alkaline soap solutions (see 
test chart) . 
1) Photograph 

2) Remove from previous backing -
The· stitching was removed and any broken or loose threads 
from the damaged areas were kept and labelled. 

3) Examination and alignment -
The textile was not vacuumed as it was not very dusty. The 
threads in the damaged areas were aligned . (but not re-woven) 
so that they could be sewn between stabiltex gauze and 
thus keep them in place (approximately) while washing the 
fabric. 

4) Washing -
The Chancay fabric was washed in a large standard soap 
solution bath supported by wire netting, with a minimum of 
handling and agitation. After wa.shing it was rinsed 
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several times, using the same precautions, in deionised 
water baths. 

A large amount of yellow cellulose degradation products was 
removed, as the water was yellow in.colour. (The colour came 
from the indigo dyed cotton and not the mustard coloured 
wool). After washing the colours all appeared much. · 
clearer, and the fibres appeared to be much cleaner. The 
last rinse was in a 20% glycerine solution, to condition the 
wool. 

5) Alignment 
While wet, the fabric was laid out on a polythene sheet 
under which had been drawn the fabric's outline prior to 
washing. The warp and weft threads were realigned 
correctly, .which. straightened the seams, horizontal and 
vertical, although the fabric was still not square. However, 
after as much alignment as possible of the threads, seruns 
and pattern, the fabric was left in this position to dry 
naturally. Due to the open weave background of the fabric 
it has stretched in some areas and is no longer square. 

6) After drying the stabiltex was removed from the damaged 
areas and these were completely realigned, although still 
not rewoven. 
The supplementary warp and weft threads (wool) were fluffed 
out, as they had dried very flat. 

7) Re-weaving 

8) 

Using a crochet hook, the warp and weft threads in the 
damaged areas were re-woven. Most of the threads were 
still attached to the fabric.(c.rochet \..-\ook 'e:>\Z..e l•2(6). 

Backing the re-weaving 
A piece of silk crepeline gauze was used, as silk can easily 
be dyed to a correct colour for backing, whereas Stabiltex 
cannot. 

DYE RECIPE 
Hoechst Remazol Dyes used were-

1) Black - 1.5g 
2) RP Navy Blue 3G ·· 1. 5g 
3) RP Green 3GT - .75g 

in 1500 mls of 3% Acetic Acid solution (These dyes for 
protein fabrics only). 

Method: ·Acetic acid solution (3%) is added to mixed dye 
powders. Heat till simmering. 
Wet out material evenly and blot excess water. 
Submerge in hot dye solution, off heat, doing test strips 
to see what length of time silk will be left in. 
When dyed, rinse and wash and rinse. 

The dyed gauze was laminated with Mowilith DM4 PVA adhesive 
·and heat sealed behind each damaged area using a Willard 
heated spatula. 

) 



9) 

10) 
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Backing the Fabric 
Three strips of 90cm wide light grey cotton fabric were 
sewn together and stretched on a stretcher until taut . A 
light colour had been chosen for the backing mate.rial, rather 
than the black material originally used, as it revealed the 
open gauzy weave of the fabric. The fabric was stitched to . 
this back~ng material using 5 dko_ ~ ew1n9 coHon c_r..;orl,:;. E\ep~o.f\t) 
It was st1.tcbed along all four -sides anci along each of the 
two horizontal seams. 

Mounting 
A piece of chipboard (two thickness nailed together to 
prevent buckling during the six month exhibition t ·ime), was 
covered with acid free mountboard to buffer the fabric from 
the formaldehyde in the chipboard (which can result in formic 
acid under 'some conditions). 

The backed fabric was stretched over this. 

11) Exhibition 
Tbe fabric is displayed on its backing board , hung vertically 
behind an open sided fixed sheet of glass. J:t is being 
observ.ed to see if a ny sagging occurs and if this happens · 
more backi ng sewing will be done, and/or the fabric will be 
displayed at an angle. It is being displayed in controlled 
environment, . light levels approximately 100 lux, and 
temperature and humidity 22°c and 50% RH. · 

12) Storage 
The Chan cay fabric. can be sto·red horizontally, on its backing 
board in·aprotective box, in darkened conditions, with 
temperature and RH as above. 



CONSERVATION REPORT 

PERUVIAN TEXTILE PRAGMENT 

A. Design - (see diagram) 

The design incorporates -two hexagonally shaped sections 
formed by a continuous snake's body, the numerous heads of 
this snake being central to each section. 

The snake is woven in mustard wool, with a black border and 
with large spots woven in pink along its length, which are 
also outlined ~n black. 

The snake pattern is·a mirror image - i.e. one of the 
snake's head groups ·is upside down whichever way the fabric 
is turned. Inverted the snake's head pattern resembles the 
cat-with-rabbit-ears pattern seen on other fragments - maybe 
some of· these are snakes. 

Around the central motif of the Snake are grouped several 
abstract forms woven in mustard wool bordered in black with 
black-bordered pink circles inside the motif. 

The entire design·is,very symmetrical. 

A 4cm :fragment remains of a woven band, added to the left 
selvedge .. 

!j 
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.. B. 

1) 
Description 

Fibres used. -
Warp - cotton 
Weft - wool -

a) Fragment 
) examined under stereo 

probably Alpaca) microscope (160 x mag.) 

b) Woven border 
Warp - single cotton, single black alpaca wool 
Weft - doubled cotton 
Sewing thread - doubled cotton 

2) Weave - a) Fragment 
The fragment is woven in a tapestry weave which is reversible. 
(It is a tabby weave rep, weft faced, discontinuous - i.e. 
a plain weave where the warp is covered by the weft but the 
weft threads are not continuous across the width of the • 
fabric, different colours of weft only covering a certain 
number of warp threads before turning back on self, thus 
forming small, distinct and adj acent .pieces of weaving 
on the same warp threads.) 

b) Band on left selvedge 
The doubled cotton weft threads are woven through warp 
threads of single, alternating threads of cotton and 
back alpaca wool in a tabby we ave . Apparently this woven 
piece was attached to the textile by doubled cotton thread 
stitched over the first warp thread of the textile and 
the first two warp threads of the band, in an overcast j_ng 
stitch. The cotton thread and alpaca.thread used in 
the band are the same as that used i n •the textile. 

3) Co.lours - a) Fragment 

4) 

5) 

Warp - natural coloured cot ton 
Weft - Alpaca wool - mustard, pink, black/brown. 

b) Border . 
1fa.rp - Natural coloured cotton 
Weft - Black/brown alpaca wool 

Dimensions:

(See diagram) 

Thread Count a) 
Ends 7 cm 
Picks 15 cm 

b) 
Ends 10 cm -
Picks 6 cm 

across centre 

across bottom 
across top 
right · side 
left side 

Fragment 

Border 
cotton; 10 cm -

- weft direction 
warp II 

wool 

- 9.2 cm 
11.1 cm 
9.0 cm 
9.8 cm 

11.25 cm 
11.80 cm 
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6. Directional Twist -
1) Warp threads . 
Tension of twist in 
mate cm. 

2) Weft threads -
Mustard ) 
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a) Fragment 
Z twist 
thread varies from 15 - 25 twists approxi-

Black/brown) S - direction twists 
Pink· ) 

b) Border 
Warp - Z-direction 
Weft - Cotton - Z-direction 

Wool ·- S " 

Note - methods of joining separate weft areas in a textile woven 
in tapestry weave,. (i.e. discontinuous weft, continuous warp) 
to avoid slits in design (when not used in ornament). 

1) Sewing up slit after weaving completed, see page 1, 
diagram A. 

2) Introduce extra weft yarns·every three or four rows during 
weaving that are very fine and same material as warp yarns. 
These are continuous across fabric width and concealed by 
other .wefts. See diagram on page 2 for variation of this 
method. 

3) Interlocking each section of one coloured weft with.its 
neighbours on left and right at weaving edge during 
weaving - can be done every row or only at intervals. See 
diagram B, page 1 and page 2~ 

4) At each end of the sections of same coloured weft, turning 
the yarn of the section and of its corresponding neigh
bouring section around a single warp yarn. The yarns can 
alternate one by one or in groups. It means that on 
these warp threads there are twice the number of weft 
threads as on a normal part of the weave 7 and that the 
colou~ distinction is less on the borders on dif~erent weft 
areas. See page 1, diagrams C and B. 

5) Much rarer method. A plain weave cotton fabric has 
tapestry in wool incorporated into it only in the weft 
threads - i"'e. at regular intervals, the weft threads of 
the cotton 'backing' release the warp threads of the same 
fabric and through these warp threads _are woven woollen 
weft threads in a tapestry weave. The warp threads are 
only released in areas that are the borders of sections of 
the tapestry. Otherwise the woollen·wefts cover the 
cotton wefts which are woven in plain weave and so the 
front looks like a tapestry weave and the back is like 
cottqn plain weave cloth in sections joined by cotton 
wefts. 

Taken from "Textiles of Ancient Peru and their Techniques". 
Raoul D'Harcourt. Univ. of Washington Press, U.S.A. 1974 
pp. 24-26. 
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Figure 12. A: diagram showing the appearance of a hvo-colored tapestry {from a to b is an example of a perpcndicul::ir slit 
formed by section;il selvages between two adjacent- warp yams); B: sectional wefts interlocked; C: sectional wefts turning singly 
around a common w.up yarn; D: sectional \l.'efts turning by groups of three arour>d a common warp yam; E: tapestry moih·c in which 
the separation of colors is emphasized by two )"ams that pass obliquely and foon a border. 

pqe.l. 
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Invisible w<1rp7 discontinuous weft 

· In this technique ( invisib]e warp), one of the two weft yams, instead of traversing 
the entire width of the fabric, crosses only a portion of it; it is then interlocked with a yarn 
of a different color which meets it at the design edge. A second weft yam, which is of a 
single color, is passed through from selvage to selvage; this yarn conceals the interlocking 

A 
Figme 18. Method of interlodcing sectional wefts of the fabric shown in Plate 18, C, D. A: rii;ht side; 

B: reverse 

of the first wefts. Finally, the discontinuous wefts return in the next passage. This tech
nique is related to the one that has already be~n explained in the discussion of plain weave 
with discontinuous weft. It is also related to interlocked tapestry. It permits variation of 
deccc"ative color at given points on a plain foundation . 



·Figure 7. Fabric in squares of two colors, having discontinuous 
warp !!!S weft yams interlocked according .to different methods 

I '.t1· II ~,i: 
:LirJ!r 
ivtf 
i-r~.-ll= . I II 

A 

Figure 8. Methods of interlocking the yams in fabrics with discontinnous warp ~ weft ,·ams 
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C. Methods used in Peruvian Fragment to be Conserved 
The selvedges formed by the adjacent mustard and pink yarns are 
diagonal or horizontal, but never vertical. The -diagonal 
lines create small slits, and every fewweftthreads down· the 
weft yarn either pink or mustard moves over one warp thread 
for three of four weft rows, followed by another small slit, 
of three or four rows, where the weft . thread of that colour 
stops moving across and finishes at. the same warp thread, 
until it moves across one warp thread, as before. Thus a 
broken or saw-toothed diagonal line is achieved. (See diagram) .. 

The snake pattern, spots and other components of the design 
are largely outoined •in two or three threads of black wool, 
as in diagram E, page 4. 
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D. :Physical Condition • 
1) General 

The textile is in a very fragile condition. 

2) Fibres · 
a) The individual fibres are extremely friable, i.e. each 

time the textile is moved. small fibre fragme11ts break 
off. 

b) Structure 

However, although the fibres disintegrate when handled, 
the textile is structurally sound, i.e. no portions of.the 
wove.n fragment are likely to break off during careful · 
handling. Only small portions of the warp and/or weft 
threads have. been lost, so that the fragment is basically 
intact. 

3) Structural Damage (see diagram) 
There are five types of structural damage to the textile : -

a) Missing welt threads revealing warp threads beneath 

b) _Fraying edges - warp and weft threads 

c) Missing areas of warp and weft threads 

d) Missing areas of warp threads only~ whole or fragmented 

e) fragments of. broken .threads elft in left selvedge -
some partially woven, others not. 
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a) Many of the weft threads are missing on the mustard 
. coloured areas, and the edge of the missing area 
corresponds to that exact edge of the next colour of 
we:ft threads. Therefore it seems likely that insect 
attack is the cause of this liss; The deges of the 
remaining mustard coloured weft threads in the damaged 
areas are cut off sharply at the ends, as though something 
had eaten or cut them off . . For this -reason I do not 
think that the mustard dye disintegrated the tibres, and 
also because it it had hadone so more of the mustard ·, 
colouredareas would have been lost. Similarly, abrasion 
would not have caused such localised damage~ 

b) Fray"ing warp and weft threads around the edges are 
probably the result of this piece of textile being 
separated from. a larger piece either by cutting, insect 
attack or by therest of the textile disintegrating, and 
pulling these threads loose in the process . 

cc;l) The area from which both warp and weft . threads are 
missing is the centre top of the fragment. Possibly 

.the warp threads have been eaten by insects, and the 
weft threads at the top also damaged by insect attack, 
as their ends are smooth. 

The threads on the left side of the textil e look as 
though they were cut. 

4) Stains, Dirt and Deposits 

The textile is generally very dirty, but without specific 
staining. The deposits -are varied (se·e list) and the 
powdery white . deposit covers most of the fibres over ·their 
entire surface, and is particularly thick on the pink 
fibres forming the background of the design. It is 
built up in one area on the 'fr,,mt' of tbe textile in the 
centre of the lower half. The deposits have dulled the 
mustard and especially the pink wool. 
Deposits 

· ' 1) White crystalline..:.. large particles and fine powder 
coating fibres: pwder is major form of deposit, probably 
a mould. 0 

2) Crystals are in some parts clear and formed like 
squares 
possibly sodium chloride (salt) crystals. 

3)" · Slivers of shiny material · - looks like mica. 

4) Soft white l"umps - medium size - probably larger mould 
particles. Examined under stereo ·microscope - magnifica
tion 160x. 
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E. Tests for Colour Fastness and Solvent Effectiveness 

Solvent Colours Fast Effective 
Solvent for 
White Deposit 

0 Pet spirit - 40-60 CBP \ 

Tetrachloroethylene 

Water & soap solution 

Treatment 

1) . Tests. 
All dyes were tested for colour fastness in solvents previously 
found to be effective in removing dirt found on similar 
Peruvian textile fragments (see test chart). 

2) Preparation for drycleaning (see appendix. 2 (i) 

3) Drycleaning (see appendix 2 (ii) 

Using the standard technique the textile was dryclcaned in 
two baths of. t~trachloroethilene, followed by two baths of 
petroleum spirit B .P. 40-60 C. The colours and pattern of 
the textile were clearer and more dist·inct and there was no 
fibre loss. 

The fragment was examined under the microscope, some areas 
were still covered in white deposit and will have to be 
cleaned by brushing. About 50% of the textile's threads are 
fragmentary. 

4) 
i) 

Washing (see appendix 3) 
The initial stage of the. washing treatment was carried out 
in a 20% glycerine solution. Some debris was removed after 
one hour. At this time some fibre particles were also 
coming away from the fragment so it was removed from the 
bath. The water had discoloured yellow, showing that 
dirt bad been removed, and the fragment was examined under 
the microscope and seen to be cleaner than previously, as 
the large white particles had been removed. 

;ii) The secondary stage of the washing treatment was done in 
a 2% solution of glycerine and nonionic soap solution 
(ph 7.5, based on Tinovetin JU), Each side was washed 
once in soap and glycerine solution, and once· in water only. 

The fragment was brushed during the sec~ndar~ stage of the 
washing treatment with an Oswald Sealy 0 sable brush, 
(with the bristles cut off evenly to 1/8" length), and 
with a Windsor and Newton '1' series !;2 sable. 

iii) The fragment was soaked overnight in a .5% solution of 
sapomine O.C. to condition it. 
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5) Drying (see Appendix 4) 

6) Reconditioning 
As the fibres were very harsh and brittle after the 
fragment had dried, it was conditioned using a .25% 
solution of sapomine O.C., sprayed onto the surface witha 
Dahlia Sprayer ("The Cadillac of Sprayers"). The 
application was repeated. · The wool fibres were still 
very brittle afterwards, but could be ~andled without 
breaking. The cotton fibres were conditioned. 

7) Drying (see Appendix 4) 

-8) Restoration (see Appendix 5) 
Stabiltex poiy_ester gauze no. 4/3 was used as the backing 
fabric~ A piece 20 cm x 18 cm was cut and the fragment 
was couched onto this using ~tabiltex threads 4/4 (for 
l~ghter coloured areas) and 4/5 for most of the fragment. 

9) Mounting the textile for storage and display (see Appendix 6). 



Description 

Dimensions 

PERUVIAN TEXTILE NO. 3 

Across center warp 10.5 cm 
Across center weft 12 cm 

(a) Thread count Warp 5 ends/cm cream threads 
Weft _11 picks/cm red and brown threads 
Weft 17 picks/cm red threads 

Weave Tabby tapestry weave i-1here the weft threads 
obscure the warp theads. 

(b) Thread count W~rp 17 ends/cm brown and cream threads 
Weft 25 picks/cm brown and cream threads 

·· Weave Open tabby weave 

Colours 

Design 

Condition on receipt 

(a) Warp -·cream 

Heft - red and brown threads (thick) 
red threads (fine) 

(b) Warp - cream and brown 
Weft -: cream and brown 

(a} Red tapestry weave with slanting brown design 
across the center. 

{b) This area is woven to the plain red .area having 
the same warp threads and it is sewn to the red 
and brown area. This cream and brown area comprises 
15 rectangles in the center of which are three 
triangles . Joined together. . BrO\•m on cream or cream 
on brown. 

The textile was mainly in a fair condition apart from a number of areas on 
the red and the red and brm-m weft threads where either the dye has 1 i ghtened or 
has been darkened by some unknown depos'it. In those areas the textile was 
particularly degraded and very fragile. 

Otherwise, the textile was generally dirty and almost intact. 

Dyes test for colour fastness 

The dyes were tested with water and the drycleaning solvents petroleum 
spirit 40°-6o0 c Bpt and perchloroethylene. All dyes appeared colourfast. 

Examinati .. on and removal of soils with the aid of a microscope 
.. - -;; 

See Appendix l (ii and (v). 

Further Treatment 

See Appendices 2s 3~ 4. 5~ 6, in this order for the treatments carried out. 



APPENDIX 1 

Microscope examination and preliminary cleaning , 

Tne textile fragment was examined using a stereoscope microscope and a high 
magnification (x70)so that each fibre compd s ing the threads could be clearly seen. 
Soil deposits were observed and treated as described. 

{i) Some, sliver like, surface encrustations, horizontally deposited, could .. 
be gently dislodged c1nd then removed with fine tweezers. 

{ii) Powdery surface deposits could not be removed without damaging fibres. 
(To be removed during washing) 

(iii) Small stones (sand?) lodged between the threads were· brushed onto the 
surf ace and removed with tweezers. 

( iv) Small hard white round deposits we.re found in the threads. 
The larger ones were dislodged using a fine blunt•end pin, they could 
then either be removed· with tv,eezers or brushed away. Some sma 11 er 

ones had to remain for removal during washing. This deposit had 
destroyed and/or weakened fibres in contact with it (possibly mildev1 
which has dryed out). This would account for the fact that it is in 
the threads and that it has had a deleterious effect on surrounding fibres. 

(v) A black 'tarry• deposit is in some areas both on and in the threads. 

This appears to have caused severe embrittlement of the fibres and 
destruc~ion of others. Thz dyes in these areas have also -been affected, 
either the dye has been leached out or the colour masked. No attempt 
was made at this stage to remove this deposit. 



APPENDIX 2 

Drye leaning 

' (i) Preparation of the textile for dry cleaning involved sewing the textile 
fragments between two pieces of polyester gauze {Stablitex No. 4 Tabby weave) 
around the edges and also where any. holes appeared in the textile. This methoc 

is designed to avoid any loss of fibres during cleaning and also provides 
a support for the item. 

(ii) Orycleaning was carried out using solvents pretested for colour fastness 
and soil removal 9ualities on ·the textiles. Firstly Perchloroethyene 
(tetrachloroethylene) and secondly petroleum spirit (40°-6o0c Bpt.). 
Following immersion, gentle agitation was carried out separately in each 
of these solvents for 15 - 30 minutes followed by drying between blotting 
paper. Much dirt was removed this way. 



APPENDIX 3 

Washing 

( i) Remova 1 of dry textile fragment from between gauze. 

{ii) Re-examination of textile by m~croscope to determine the soil 

/ deposits removed and still remaining. 

(iii) Washing by immersion (on fibreglass fly wire) in soap solution*»and 

deionised water . . Soaking of .the textile_ in two or three. changes of 

wash solution was carried out to remove easily soluble soil deposits . 

Then, in a fresh wash solution the textile was meti cu1ously cleaned · 

under a stereoscopic microscope. Every thread if it was dirty (and 

most were) was gently bq.1shed with the tip of a fine bristle brush. 

This loosened and removed an water soluble soil deposits~ Only in 
th~ instam;es where a hard soi1 deposit was trapped within a thread 
and removal \'JOuld have damaged the fibres was any soil deposit allowed 

to remain. This work was 1 aborious and tedious { not to i:nent ion eye 

straining), however, it is believed that not only is the textile 

improved immensely in appearance but the abras i ve damage of the soil 

deposit has been removed which \'1ill contribute to the longevity of 

the textile. 

{iv} Rinsing was carried out five times in deionised water .by immersion 

only (no agitation) of the textile. , 

{v) Lubrication of brittle fibres 

For the most part all the textiles are all or partly very brittle 
(depending on the combination of textile fibres used) therefore it 
was decided that since restoration using a sewing technique was to be 

carried out the textiles required some flexil>i l ity and suppleness to 

be restored to the fibres. 

It was decided after some deliberation to use a cationic softner 

Sapamine OC (Ciba Geigy) as opposed to glycerine . Past research claims 

that both increase suppleness and flexibility and glycerine slighly 

increases the streng_t~~ however, ne ither the flexibility or the textile 

* Standard soap solution used by Textile Restoration laboratory. 



\ 
I strength is lasting (no time span is given) and since neither treatment is 

deleterious in any way (no original tensile strength is lost) it was decided 
1 

to use the cationic agent as it provides slightly greater flexibility and 

suppleness than the glycerine. 

A 2% aqueous solution was prepared and the textile was soaked for one hour. 
This was followed by two rinses in deionized water, after which. it was dtied. 

,. 



APPENDIX 4 

Drying and realignment 

As the textile prior to treatment was misshapen, after allowing excess 

moisture to be absorbed by blotting paper it was placed on a polythene covered 

pin board. Here it was realigned and held in position while dr2ring, with Yery 

fine entomological stainless steel . pins placed beb,een the threads. 

The textile was allowed to dry naturally. 



APPENDIX 5 

Restoration 

' A pie-ce of permanently coloured polyester gauze (Stabil tex No. 4 Tabby t1eave) 

was chosen in an appropriate colour for the textile. As all fragments are multi
coloured a gauze colour was chosen which will least obscure the design on the 

· reverse side where it is applied. 

The gauze was sewn over a window cut in a thick piece of fabric whkh was 

stretched over a tapestry frame. The textile fragment. was placed on the gauze 
and aligned. The texti-le was supported and held on the gauze by means of 

stitches (using a couching technique) of a matching coloured polyester gauze 
thread. 

An endeavour has been made to provide maximum support with least visability 
of the thread. It has generally been possible to achieve this. 

N.B. This process is reversible as the sewing thr ead can be removed using a 

fine pair of tweezers and scissors under a magnifying glass or a microscope . . 

, 

\ 
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APPENDIX 6 

Mounting of textile fragment for storage and display 

' {i) The edges of the gauze supporting the textile fragments were evenly 
trirrmed. At the edge of the gauze a thin film of a P.V.A. adhesi_ve 
(Mowflith DM4 - Hoechst) was applied and allowed to dry. 

(ii) Two pieces of Acid free 4 ply Neutral (cream) rising museum·mount board 
were cut to the size of a storage box. · Rectangular, or square holes 
were cut corresponding to the size of each textile fragment. 

(iii) The prepared . textile was stretched over the hole in one piece of cardboarc 
and the PVA-coated edges were heat sealed to the cardboard . 

(iv) PVA (Mowilith OM4) was then applied to both inside areas of cardboard 
anct the two pieces were . fi rmly adhered. 

, 
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APPENDIX 7 

Advice on storage and handl i_ng 

The textiles~ without exception, are still in a very fragile condition. 

The conservation and restoration will not stop small broken fibres from becoming 

dislodged as a result of movement and handling. 

In order to minimise and to avoid fibre loss it is advisable that the 
cardboard on which the textile is supported be placed between either thin sheets 

of perspex (treated against static) or thin glass . . • Perspex is more advisable as 

it is less likely to break, is lighter, and can be chosen to have UV absorbant 

prope.rties for display purposes and should it be necessary to slightly raise 

it from the cardboard a sliver of perspex or acid free cardboard is easily app1ied. 

Perspex or stainless steel clips are available to hold the sandwich together. 

,. 



TREATMENT REPORT 

Pinafore Dress for a tt10·1dservant at the Court of King Dodon, 
for the Ballet 'Le Coq d 'Or', Performed by De Bot:o'il ~1\e-t. 

Design by Natalia Gontcharovao 

Description: 

A sleeveless, three-quarter length pinafore in orange'. coloured 
cotton, with a collarless, scoop-necked bodice, the panels 
of which extend into a full-circle, gored skirt, with small 
godets at the lower edge to complete the fullness. 

The bottom half of the skirt is lined in orange cotton and 
stiffened with· green· and orange coloured ·nets. The bodice is 
lined in white cotton. 

The pinafore fastens at centre front to below the waist, and 
an appliqued green coloured cotton panel, extending down the 
centre :from neck to hem, covers the fastenings. 

The centrE! panel and the entire skirt are decorated with large 
appliqued floral and abstract shapes, in multicoloured cotton 
outlined in rolled wool. rrhe skirt also has some painted 
areas which are outlined in the same rolled wool. The hem of 
the skir.t is trimmed V!ith appliqued, mustard coloured, woven 
woollen braid. 

The pinafore has a·half petticoat in white cotton, which is 
gathered to a waistband and · sewn to the pinafore at centre back 
and at the side seams. The petticoat has white cotton tie 
fastening at centre front and two frills at the bottom, both of 
which are edged in white crochet cotton lace. · 

Dimensions - A~ Pinafore 
Centre front: 131cm 
Centre back: 131cm 
Circumference of skirt at hem: 
Length from underarm to hem: 

593cm 
113cm 

B - Petticoat 
Length of petticoat - centre front: 

centre back: 

Label -
Woven cloth la.bel 

92cm 
90cm. 

centre back bodice, 13.6cm dowri from neckline 
Reynolds House 
Katinska 
5 Great Newport St. W.C. 

Inscriptions - Inside Bodice 
a) --Right front armhole ...,. FRANCIS 

handwritten in black ink. 

b) Right centre front seam - MIVIANA (?) 
handwritten in blue ink on a cotton tape, which is sewn to 
the bodice over the seam. 
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Components 

A. Pinafore 

1) Orange material of pinafore - cotton. 

2) Appliqued materials 
a) Green - cotton 
b) Blue·- " 
c) White - linen 
d) Red - cotton 
e) Salmon Pink - cotton 

3) Appliqued Accessories 
a) Rolled trim Maroon - wool 

White " 
Orange 11 

b) Mustard plait·ed braid at hem - wool. 

.4) Fastenings - Bodice of Pinafore 
a) Top centre front - 4 steel hooks and eyes 
b) Centre front at waist level - 2 steel press studs 
c) Green panel centre left - 4 " " 11 

5) Labels - bodice of pinafore 
a) Woven label - cotton 
b) Handwritten tape label - cotton. 

6) Lining in bodice of pi.nafore - cotton 

7) Skirt lining and stiffener 
Orange lining of bottom half of sk,irt, between this lining 
and skirt material is green and orange coloured net 
stiffeners. 
Lining - cotton 
Stiffen.ers - cotton. 

A. Petticoat 

a) White material - cotton 
b) White lace edging - cotton 
c) White tie tapes at waist, centre front"'."" cotton. 

Sewing Threads 

1) Orange - cotton, from body of dress ( h. . 
2) White.;_ cotton, from pe tticoat ( mac ine sewing 
3) Red - cotton, hand sewn mending, lower right skirt. 
4) White thread - cotton, under rolled wool trim (white) 
5) White sewing thread - petticoat hem centre front. 

(rayon) 



Condition Report 

General: 
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The.fabric·in both pinafore and petticoat is still very strong 
and. the majority of fabric is intact. The main physical 
damage is due to wear and tear from use on stage, i.e. seam 
stitching becoming loose, frayed material at points of stress 
(e.g. shoulder seams) etc. The petticoat has suffered far 
more than the pinafore. The large areas in the front where 
the frill has become unattached from the petticoat may be due 
to dancers catching their feet on the frill and pulling them 
from the petticoat. 

There is little evidence of insect attack - small damaged 
areas on wool braid, and some insect cases and.frayed surface 
areas on the cotton fabric show insects have attacked the 
garment, but little ·damage has been done. Some of the lost 
rolled wool edging may-have been eaten by_ insects. 

The pinafore is not specifically stained except for a few areas. 
However, it is generally very dirty, from use on stage, and is 
covered in grey grime, which is probably a combination of 
perspiration, dirt, make-up etc . . 

Once again the petticoat is in·a worse condition than the 
pinafore. It has several specific stains and very heavy 
general soiling from use on stage. 

Physical Condition 

A. Structural Damage (see diagram) 

1) Orange Cotton 

Frayed areas - L-eft and · right shoulder strap. 
Right and left back seams below waist. 

Stitching loose - Right shoulder strap 
Right side seam at waist 
Left " " 11 

Right " '' u (previously repaired) 

Right skirt near hem, tear previously repaired 
Left skirt, L-shaped tear " " 

Tears etc.-

2) Appliqued Materials 

Most of the unfinished edges of the appliqued materials are 
fraying. Some of, them are loose, around the edge of .the 
applique,· and.some of these loose areas have been repaired 
previously. Small areas of the rolled wool edging are also 
loose and unravelling. Sections oi' the rolled wool 
edging have _been lost completely. 

The plaited mustard band around the hem is in good condition 
except for an area at the left front where the threads have 
unravelled in a small area. 

On the inside of the green appliqued central panel is a 
small hole, at the centre of an iron stain. 

3) Fastenings 

Copper corrosion products can be seen on the press studs 
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and at the base of some of the hooks and eyes. 

The stitching on several of the press studs is either loose 
or missing. 

4) Lining Materials 

These are all in good condition . Some of the stitching at the 
top of the skirt lining is missing. and there is a small 
abraded area on this lining which may be due to silverfish 
attack. 

5) Petticoat 

The tape at the right hand side of the waistband of the petticoat 
has been broken and most is missing.· A large portion of the 
two gathered frills at the lower edge of the petticoat has come 
loose and this area ·has a safety pin holding the frills to the 
petticoat in the centre of the damaged area. There are other 
small areas along this seam where the stitching has been lost. 

A small area of the lace edgeing at the petticoat's hem is 
also loose. A tear near the left side seam of the pet.ticoat 
near the hem, has been previously repaired but some of these 
stitches have. come loose, leaving a split in the material. 

The stitching holding the petticoat to the waistband of the 
pinafore at the right side is loose. 

There is a small hole near the hem at the left s.ide seam. 

B. Dirt and Stains (see diagram) 

1) Orange Cotton Material 

There are two areas of black tarry deposit on the lower 
right front of the skirt. 

The only other stains on the front of the pinafore are two 
small areas of light brown deposit on the rlght side~ and 
two small brown stains on the left side near the waist. 

On the back, there is one small area with the remains of an 
insect case at the lower left, and no other stains. 

2) Appliqued Materials 

None of the appliqued materials appear to have any specific 
staining, except for the green appliqued central panel, 
and some of the appliqued areas at the base of.this panel. 

This has a large iron stain on the inside, centre front 
bodice area. The staining from this extends to the front 
surface of the panel in a small area. There is also a 
small area in which the green colour has been bleached out 
of the. fabric. 

The base of the panel is very dirty, and dark grey stains 
appear on the green cotton-of the panel and on the salmon 
pink and crimson cottons appliqued to the panel. The 
salmon pink cotton al~o has areas of brown stains that may 
be iron stains. 

On the back of the dress is a small light brown stain on 
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an area of white cotton appliqued material. 

3) Linings· 

There are no specific stains on the orange skirt lining, but 
the hem line is very badly dirt stained from use. The 
bodice lining is also without specific stains. 

4) Petticoat 

The two ;frills· at the lower edge are grey with heavy dirt 
stains from use. The marks look like a combination of 
dust and grease and in many areas are black and streaky. 
There is a red makeup stain on the right lower edge. 

Near the right side seam on the top frill is a small iron 
stain probably from a pin once used to hold the frill to 
the petticoat. 

On the top frill at left front· are several pale watery blue 
stains, possibly from running dye from the appliqued blue 
cotton. 

There are several iron stains, both quite bright, on the 
bottom edge of the top frill. 

Proposed Trea,.tment 

A. Petticoat 
1) Photographs 
2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Vacuum dirt from hem. 

Stabiltex damaged areas. 

Dry clean in tetrachloroethylene 
Queanbeyan ~ 

at Bell's Drycleaners, 

Spot stain removal -
a) Grease and perspiration 10% ammonia 

b) Other stains 

- Ethanol 
- paste of magnesium 

with E-\hono\and 
trichloroethylene. 

- Red - EfuoC\o\ 
Blue - ? 
-Black - petroleum spirit 
Grey ~ ?. 

trisilicate 
glycerine 

c) Iron stains - 10% oxalic acid,· applied ½ hour before 
washing the petticoat. 

Locally wash and neutralise. 

6) Preparation for washing - soap froth worst dirt and 
perspiration stained areas. 

7) Wash in standard soap solution. Rinse in deionised water. 

8) EDTA bath·-·di sodium salt. Leave overnight. Wash in 
tepid water, rinse and dry. 

9) Re-treat stains locally if necessary. 

10) Spot bleach worst areas, then bleach in a bleach bag if 
necessary using standard bleach solution, for 3 hours 
maximum. 
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11) Wash in warm water 
11 cold " 

Rinse 
Dry 

12) Preliminary iron. 
13) Repairs - laminate split at centre of front 

- Resew hem of petticoat to frill in loose areas. 
- Replace hem stitching on centre seam. 
- Sew on new cotton tapes at waist. 

14) Iron completely and pack until displayed. 

Proposed Treatment 

B. Dress 

1) Photograph 

2) Tesi ~tained are•s 

3) Remove verdigris from fastenings 

4) Stain removal -
a) Perspiration and dirt in - 10% ammonia 

- Etnu f\ o \ 
- paste of magnesium trisilicate, 

and glycerine and e-\harto\ . 
- trichloroethane 

(Tbese solvents lightened the perspiration and dirt stains 
on the bil:ouse) . 

b) 

c) 

Other stains .,. tar t orange cotton 
brown deposit{ 
grey stain green cotton 

Iron stains.,. 10% oxalic acid solution, put on½ hour 
before washing. 

5) Dry clean - in tetrachloroethylene at Bell's Drycleaners, 
Queanbeyan. 

6) Preparation for washing -
Simultaneously - a) Soap froth stained areas, inside and 

outside hem, and on linen and in 
between appliqued areas. 

b) Tieat iron stains with 10% oxalic acid. 
c) Condition hem. 

7) Wash. 
8) Blow dry, spread over blotter and towel-covered chairs, 

drying with fans and hair dryers. 

9) Iron if possible wh.ile damp. 

10) Condition rolled wool if necessary and apply extra con
ditioning .to wool braid at hem if necessary. 



11) Repairs -
a) Resew loose appliqued areas with Stabiltex threads. 

b) Resew loose seams and hems with matching 'Silko'. 

c) Resew lost threads on fastenings. 

d) Using Stabiltex thread couch down loose threads on 
woollen braid at hem. 

12) Re-attach petticoat using appropriate coloured thread and 
original stitch location. 

13) Iron and pack until displayed 

Treatment - Dress 

1) :Photograph - see photographs. 

2) Tests - see test chart. 

3) Verdigris removal -
Three of the press studs were removed as they were very 
badly corroded and covered in copper corrosion products. 
The rest of the metallic fasteners were cleaned in situ with 
10% c~tric acid, using saturated cotton swabs which were 
left on the metal for 5 minutes. This treatment cleaned 
the metal.very well. 

To remove the last of the cor:t·osion, · a paste of magnesium 
trieilicate and. deionised water was rubbed over the surface. 
This was removed, and the metal dewatered, using ethanol . 

'fhe three press studs that had been removed were treated 
in the same way . After treatment they were sewn into 
position using colour matched 'Mettler Metrosene' poly
ester sewing thread (colour 822). 

4) Stain removal -
a) The perspiration and dirt stains were treated locally 

with alchohol and trichloroethane as the dyes were · 
soluble in •alkaline solutions. This treatment was 
effective, although most of the treatment for removing 
these stains was applied just prior to washing (see 
''preparation for Washing'_ .. 

b) Tar stains, brown deposits etc. 
The tar stains were impossible to remove (see 'Solvent 
Test Chart') . . Other solvents used were Eucalyptus oil 

and ammonia solution (20%). 
Grey stains were insoluble. 

c) Iron stains - these were to be removed prior to 
washing. Unfortunately I forgot to treat these. 
They will have to be locally·treated after display. 

5) Drycleaning -
The change in appearance after drycleaning made it obvious 

that much dirt had been removed. All the colours were 
brighter and some dirt stains had been removed; particul arly 
from the hem area. 
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Washing 
a) Preparation 

As the red dye ran in an alkaline ~olution far more than 
an acid one, it was decided to limit the amount of 
contact with soap froth in the red appliqued and red 
painted areas during washing. 

Before washing, acetic acid.solution~ 3% was painted 
onto these areas, which were blown dry at the same time. 
This would keep the area more acidic during washing. 

The wool trim at the hem was painted prior to washing 
with a 20% glycerine solution, and left to dry before 
washing. This will condition the wool and loosen any 
remaining dirt. 

b) Washing, drying, ironing 
The remaining areas of the dress and the inside of the 
dress at the hem were soap frothed with standard soap 
solution, blotted to remove dirt and then the dress was 
quickly rinsed in cold det onised water. 

The dress was washed in cold distilled water. A sheet 
of.polythene was placed inside the skirt, so that if 
dye . ran it would not stain the lining or the other side 
of the dress. . Very 1 it·tle dye ran during washing. 
Some yellow colour probably from the orange, was lost, 
but the orange .appeared no different in colour when 
dried after washing. The wh:i,. t -e areas and the mustard 
wool trim were brushed while the dress was submerged, to 
remove dirt. The dress was rinsed three times, then 
removed and blotted on a table with towels and blotter. 
Little colour appeared on the blotter. Then the skirt 
of the dress was draped over four towel-covered chairs 
and fans dried this part of the dress. The bodice was 
padded and dried with a hair dryer, which was also used 
to dry the red painted areas and the thicker applique d 
areas. 

The edges of the appliqued areas were smoothed with 
tweezers during drying and the white appliqued areas 
were ironed using a Willards heated spatula at the same 
time. 

The dress was leit overnight to dry. When dry it was 
turned inside out and the lining was ironed. Then 
~he right side of the dress was ironed, tising a Willards 
heated spatula. 

c) Conditioning 
a) Wool trim at hem 
This was painted with a 20% glycer ine solution while 
still drying over the chairs, to condition the wool, 
which was rather brittle. 

b) Rolled wool trim 
Proposed condit ioning treatment was not done as, afte r 
washing, the wool appe ared to be in good condition. 



7) Repairs 
a) Appliqued materials in some areas the appliqued cotton 

and linen had become loose. These edges were sewn 
down using colour matched Stabiltex threads. 

b) Wool trim - Areas·of this were also loose. 
similarly sewn down. 

These were 

c) . The treated metal fasteners were resewn to the dress 
using a colour matched 1 Silko 1 sewing cotton thread. 

8) Display 
The dress was displayed on a specially made to size 

mannequin . . The body of the mannequin was padded to 
completely fit.the bodice of the dress using 'Dacron' 
padding covered in cotton stockingette. The skirt of the 
dress was arrange-ct in folds wbtch were padded with Dacron 
rolls. These remained in place by themselves. The dress 
will be on display in an enclosed glass case {with ventilation) 
for six months. The light levels will be approximately 
75 lux and the temperature and humidity approximately 22°c 
and 50% RH. 

9) Storage 
The dress will be stored flat with adequate acid free tissue 
padding in a specially made box in a darkened, controlled 
environment. 

Treatment - Petticoat 

1) Photographed 

2) Removal of pins in frill. These were holding together a 
large proportion of the frill to the skirt of the petticoat. 
There were several small pins (nickel plated iron) and 
large pins (nickel plated brass). The pin holes were 
marked with sewing thread as these will be treated for iron 
and verdigris stains. 

3) Vacuum. The dust that had collected in the frill and 
petticoat hem was.removed by vacuuming. 

4) Preparation for Washing - The stitch line of frill and 
petticoat hem was marked. The thread in seam repair, 
centre front, was identified as possibly rayon . This was 
removed as the seam will be repaired after treatment. 

Stabiltex was sewn over fragile areas on the hem and on rip 
on seam at centre front. 

5. Spot stain removal - unsuccessful in case of blue, red and 
grey stains. 10% oxalic acid removal iron stains in some 
cases (hem near hole). This was locally rinsed. 

6. Wash - in tepid water. and rinsed. Most water blotted out. 
Little change in appearance al though the wash water, was very 
yellow. 
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7. EDTA Bath - While still damp the petticoat was put in a 
bath of 2.5% EDTA disodium salt overnight. All areas 
were covered and the petticoat was weighted to keep it 
submerged. 

8. Wash. 2 - The petticoat was washed and rinsed thoroughly to 
remove EDTA. It now appeared much cleaner and the lace 
edgeing especially was a cream colour. Tbe material used 
for the petticoat is unbleached poplin, so the original 
colour was probably a cream colour. The evenness of the 
colour of the material had improved with the EDTA treatment 
Stains still remained. 

9. Spot stain. removal 2 - Spot treatment of new green stain that 
appeared during washing (origin unknown) in 10% l-l202 spot 
bleach. 

10. Bubble treatment_;_ Soap froth bubbles from standard soap 
solution were smoothed over the entire petticoat and left 
for 10 minutes. It was then washed in tepid water with a 
little soap solution added, and rinsed. 

11. Bleaching - After drying the petticoat appeared no lighter 
than after the EDTA treatment. A bleach bath was prepared 
using the standard bleaching solution. The dress was 
submerged in this for five minutes, then enclosed in a. sealed 
bleach bag and left for three hours. Afte:r three hours 
the petticoat was sufficiently bleached to resemble its 
original colour. 

12. Wash 3 ~ The dress was removed from the bleach bag and washed 
and rinsed once in tepid water, and then washed and rinsed 
again. 

The petticoat and lace now appeared much lighter and of a 
uniform colour. · The treatment was successful. 

After blotting with towels, the lace was pulled into its 
original shape and the petticoat was ironed while damp. 
( Ironing done by Josephine - approximately two days' work. ) 

13. Repairs - After ~.irmii:rrg, repairs were carried out. The 
ironing had to be done first in this case so that the 
material was smooth for lamination. 

Sewing repairs 

a) The frill had to be regathered and sewn onto the petti
coat in two large areas (see diagram) and several small areas. 
Dewhurst Silko mercerised. sewing cotton (2144D- white) was 
used to sew these areas in double running stitch followinr" 
original stit6h holes. ~ 

b) A split at centre front was laminated using DM4 PVA 
adhesive. After this repair was completed, the centre front 
seam (a French seam) which had come undone was re-sewn, using 
the same thread and stitch as above. · 

c) Two new cream coloured cotton tie tapes, of the same 
length as the original intact cotton tie tape, were sewn to 
the waistband next to the original tapes, as a means of 
fastening the petticoat onto a model for display (see diagram). 



SOLVENT TESTS - STAINS 

Water Soap & ETOH Pet. Spirit ,.Tetra..;. 10% 10% 
H20 -ch1or. Arnm. Oxalic 

Acid 

Orange cotton -
Black tar X X X I X 

Brown deposit 

" stains 

Insect . case 

-"?·pll.iq:.ued materials -
Green 

Iron stains 

Brown stain (iron?) I I i ' X I X l I I 

Grey " 
White -
Brown (iron?) 

Petticoat 
✓ Red stains X X X X 

Blue " X X X X 

Black " I ✓ 
I Grey t, X I X I I ✓ I I I I I 

lx 
I Iron 11 

L 



SOLVENT TESTS FOR DYES 

Material/Dye 

Orange cotton 

Green II 

Blue II 

White II 

Red It 

Pink II 

Maroon wool 

White 

Orange 

Mustard 

I! 

11 

l1 

Orange lining 

II stiffener 

Green " 
Black/woven label 

Ink label 

Inscription 

Orange paint on 
flowers 

Stan. Soap 
sol. & 
water 
50:50 

X 

✓ 

✓ 

v 
(✓ 
((slight) 

f~light) 

(✓ 
lv. slight 

Cold 
Water 

X I 
I 

X 

X 

Less than 
I 

with soap 

X 

Pet. Spirit 
B.P. 40-600C 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Alcohol Tetrachlor 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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d) An old repair at back of petticoat was resewn (as in a). 

After completion of repairs the petticoat was resewn to the 
inside of the dress~ using the original stitch holest with 
the same cotton thread as used in a). 
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Stitching tie tapes for display to petticoat. 
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CONSERVATION REPORT 

Gold Lam~ Cap 

General Description 

An evening cloche in beige silk net (A), appliqm~d with gold
colour lam~ lace (B) in a leaf motif, couched to the net with 
lame thread. The crown is lined with pink silk (C) and the 
hem of the cap trimmed with pleated pink silk satin r:ibbon and 
a flat bow of the same material (D). The cap has earflaps (E) 
in appliqu~ net as above, stiffened round the edge by wire (F) 
wrapped in ivory cotton thread ·(G). The cap is elasticized at 
the nape with mercer-ized cotton-covered elastic (H). 

Components 

A, E Beige. silk net in hexagonal pattern 

B; E Gold-colour lame lace in leaf motif 

C Pink silk fabric 

Weave 
Thread count 

tabby 
warp - 45 p/cm 
weft - 50 p/cm 

D Pink silk satin ribbon - Weave: 2/1 warp twill 

F Metal wire stiffener 

G Ivory'.~~tton thread 

H Mercerized cotton-covered elastic 

Condition-~~ photos Clr"ld d.,a5ram~ for detoi\-=, 
A, E Bei ge. silk net 

1) Structural~ there are holes/tears in t he left front 
and back of crown, both earflaps (E) and the centre right 
crown, numerous single disrupted -threac:s. 

2) Stains - difficult· to as-~,e ss due to colour, but doubt
less general dirt and grease. 

Gold-colour lame lace 

1) Structural - couching thread holding appliqu~ in place 
on left side of crown is disrupted and a section of appliqu~ 
loose. 

,2) Stains - metal threads are severely tarnished ,~ tarnish 
areas are scattered over entire cap. 
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C Pink ·silk fabric 

1) Structural - sound 
2) Stains - slightly yellowed and dirty~ probably from 

wear and body oils. 

D Pink silk satin ribbon 

1) Structural -
ribbon flattened. 

end is frayed on left crown, pleating and 

2) Stains -
the centre front. 
with some tarnish 

there is a black stain, probably grease on 
Additionally, the ribbon is generally dirty 

products from lam~ having rubbed off onto it. 

F Wire stiffenin-:; on earflaps 

1) Structural - one end is poking over on left earflap. 
2) Stains - metal ap·pears rusted/ corroded on the ends. 

G Ivory cotton thread wrp.pping, 

1) Structural - frayed over ends of metal wi:es. 
2) Stains - Generally discoloured with corrosion products 

from wire.and/or lam~, also possibly general grease and dirt. 

H MerceriS:ed cotton-,-covered elastic 

1) Structural - rubber is no longer elasticized. 
2) Stains - difficult to assess, but. cottc - ~:., ssibly stained 

with degra~!a tion products from rub!ler, tarnish fr~cm: l ame and/ 
or general grease and dirt. 

Test Results 

1) Micro[:copic Exai- lna Uon _ 

Identification of threads in: 

A) Beige net silk 
B) Applique 
C) Crown lining 

metal (otherwise unidentified) 
silk 

D) Ribbon silk 
G) Wrapping thread cotton 
H) Elastic covering mercerized cotton 

Solvent Tests 

Ethan0l 

Pet. spirit 
(40-60°C) 

+ = soluble · 

- - insoluble 

Black Yellow 
Grease Grease 

+ + 

Tarnish 

+ 

v.+ 

Rust/ 
Tarnish(G) 

Pink 
Dye (2) 

,, 
fl 
I 



CONDITION REPORT 

1. General - The cap is in fair condition. Due to overall 
tarnishing of the metallic threads, the original glit ter 
of the threads. has been lost. _This greatly detractr.· from 
the appearance of the cloche. Similarly, ~he pink silk 
ribbon at : the headline is disc oloured and so its contrast 
to the metallic threads is l e ss obvious. 

2. A) Structural Damage -

1) Net - ·holes 
loosened from wire stiffener 

2) Gold lame - .Unravelling 
- loose bands - come away from net 

Gold thread bound around yellow core 
unravelling 

3) Pink silk lining in crown - No structural damage 

4) Ribbon - No structural Damage 

5) Wire - one end sharp ...... needs to-be turned under. 

6) Ivory coloured cotton thread -. This has unravelled at 
one end of one of the wire stiffeners, a~d some of the 
stitching connecting the net to the wire is ~oose ~~d 
unravelling. The stitching connecting the silk ribbon 
to the net is also loose in areas. 

B) Stains -

1) Net - ·Dirty generally . 

2) Gold Lame - Tarnished . 

3) Pink silk liriing on crown - genera:ly dirty though no t 
as stained as ribbon and cotton thread. 

4 ) Ribbon - Pink silk - yellowed - gre ase and dirt stains. 

5) Cream cotton thread binding wire stiffener - yellowed 
grease and dirt stains. 

. . 2/ 
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3. 

Treatment Proposal 

1) Stain Removal: 
a) General tarnish and grease - immerse in pet. spirit 

(4O-60°C). 

b) Specific -
i. Dirt on ribbon - swab with standard soap solution 
ii. Grease on ribbon·~ swab with ethanol 

2) Structural repairs: 
a) Round off sharp metal stiffener end. 
b) Repair larger holes in net by_ sewing Stabli tex 

Gauze No. 4/3 to reverse with Stablitex thread. 
(1} Holes near ribbon will have to be repaired after 

ribqon has been locally unstitched, marking pleating 
lines to reproduce original gathers with cotton 
thread. Ribbon must be subsequently reattached to 
Stablitex repair with similar thread to original. 

c) Re-sew long strands of loose metalic thread to 
re-attach lame appliqu~ with original machine chain-stitch. 

d) Couch down lame appliqu~ which has lost original 
threads with Stablitex 4/3 thread. 

e)-Reattach net to metal earflap stiffener with white 
polyester thread. 

I 
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PROPOSED TREATMENT 

A) Structural -

B) 

1. Net (a) holes - repair with Stabiltex - using Stabiltex 
threads to sew gauze into areas where holes muse be 
mended in this way because they are too big to repair 
without infilling. e.g. - earflaps etc., or beige s ilk 
net if possible to find it. 

(b) net loosened from wire stiffener -
sew back with threads from Stabiltex gauze. 
(I don't tQink the white cotton thread holding Net to 
wire is original - too rough - but maybe shoul4n't be 
removed in case -~actually it might be original.) 

2. Lame (a) Unravelling - reweave and fasten at ends by · 
sewing down with Stabiltex thread and/or small dots of 
Mowil i th DM4 PVA to ke~p. in place. 

(b) Gold threads loose from net will be reattached 
using original stitch (like a loose chain stitch) - in 
Stabiltex thread - or similar gold thread if it can be 
found, or loose single threads that were originally in 
this stitch can be re-se,vn using it. 

(c) Gold thread around yellow core - unravelling not 
really critical. If ends of threads are sewn down with 
Stabiltex thread the ends can be bound a ~ same time. 

3. Wire - turn under sharp end, and bind cotton thread around 
metal with Stabiltex threads of matching colour. 

Stains - (a) Dry-cleaning 

1. Net - Ethanol dissolved the types of greas~ found on the 
other material areas of the cap - black grease and yellow 
grease - and these are probf;;bl y t ,,, types of body grease 
similar ~o that which has soiled t he net, so the cap 
should be dry-cleaned in Ethanol to remove these types 
of grease. 

2. Gold &ame - Tarnish can be removed with pet-spirit 
40-60 C BP. Bathe entire cap, making sure that no 
tarnish is left on material after bath. 

3. Ribbon - Ethanol (see 1.). 

4. Cotton binding -- ethanol and pet-spirit - it may also 
need~ treatment in other solvents if it still is 
stained~ (e.g. perchlorethylene). 

5. Pink silk lining on crown - ethanol - (see 1.) . 

. . 3/ 
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B) Stains - (cont'd) 

(b) Wet cleaning 

Wet cleaning should be avoided if possible because of the 
metal earflap stiffeners - which already show signs of 
rusting .. ·. only wet clean areas isolated i'rom these -
i.e. (a) soap solution froih on pink silk ribbon, and 

localised rinsing. (To remove water sol. dirt). 

(b) test soap froth on net to see if it help clean. 
If it does do soap froth over net. 

TREATMENT REPORT 

1. Dry-cleaning 

( i) General dry-cleaning. : Ethanol bath •. Much dirt was re
moved, the silk lini_ng and parts of the ribbon are 
noticeably cleaner, but the stained areas of the ribbon 
(from grease and iron stains) are now much clearer. 

The metallic thread is-generally brighter. 

(ii) Spot dr}~-cleaning - Petroleum spirit 40-60° C. B. P. 
Swabs of Petroleum Spirit were applied to the tarnished 
areas and the stained areas of the ribbon. The tarnish 
dissolved immediately and the stains on the rit\: .. -,Jn 
lightened slightly after repeated application. 

(iii) General - Petroleum Spirit 40-60° C. B. P. bath. This 
removed further tarnish and lightened the rerna:i..ning 
stains. However, some stains were still vistble and 
some dark stained areas ( see diagram) .remain . · There 
are also tarnished areas on the metallic threads. 

(iv) Repeated (ii) to slowly remove tarnish, applying t'1:e 
solvent from the back of the area using a swab an( a 
soft bristle brush. 

(v) · Spot dry-cleaning with Ammonia Solution. 
The petroleum spirit had still not removed all areas of 
tarnish and so these areas were spot treated. after 
testing, with a 40% solution of Ammonia. (A ? (:!,; solution 
did not have any effect). The tarnish was c::. ,;~:d by a 
copper corrosion product - a patina - (the met allic 
threads are brass}. 

The_40% ammonia solution removed this patina, but be
cause a~l the copper in the brass had converted to this 
patina, once it was removed the tin only, from the brass . 
remained. These gre y metallic threads detracted more 
from the appearance of the bonne t than the patina had, 
and so the treatment was discontinued . 

. .4/ 
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The same treatment was applied to the yellow and black 
stains on the ribbon, with a slight effect. 

(vi) As a final solvent treatment for the ribbon prior to 
washing, the black and yellow stains were treated with 
perchloroethylene. This was only slightly effective. 

(vii ) Tarnish removal . 

(i) The patina was treated with a silver dip to restore 
the original appearance of the brass threads. 

The dip used was based on sulphuric acid, ((Goddards 
silver dip, less than 1% sulphuric acid)) as this clt'ans 
copper corrosion products very quickly, thus spa.ri~g 
damage to textile fibres in the object. Altlfougli the 
dip cleans quickly and renders the threads very ?;right• 
the tarnish soon.reappears, giving the metal a golden 
appearance in one or two days. For this object however, 
such an appearance is suitable, as the ( ap would have 
had this hue originally. 

A formic acid based 
have been suitable. 
used with textiles, 
tarnish as quickly. 

silver dip, if available, would also 
This type of dip must be carefully 

but the cleaned mf:tal does not re-

A silver dip based on hydrochloric acid is not advisable 
for use in conjunction with textiles as the acid is too 
harmful to textile fibres. 

The dip was applied by swab and quickly rinsed off i :.: 
water. Although left on for varying periods of time, the 
tarnish did not really seem affected, except in some 
areas where ali the tin had leached out and left only 
copper beneath the corrosion. The dip rendered these 
areas bright copper in colour and so it was not used. 

Wet cleaning-. 

The ribbon, net and lining required washing to complete the 
treatment. 

These areas were soap frothed w1th a soft bristle·brush, using 
standard soap solution, diluted in water approx. 50 : 50. · 
The cap was placed on a padded plastic form during this 
treatment. 

After the soap froth had been left on for 5 minutes the cap 
was rinsed, still on the form, in several rinses of 50 :50 
alcohol and.water, ·so that the cap dried quickly and the 
metal stiffeners did not have a chance to rust. I used the 
high fan exhaust on the fume hood to complete drying, after 
blotting. 

The soap froth treatment brightene d the t a rnishe d metal 
threads considerably. The net was also cleaned. 

Unfortunately, the ethanol in the rinse WRter affected the 
rubbe r in the elastic, a nd left brigt '. ye l ow stains on some 
parts of the ribbon. These -were remove d us ing ethanol swabs, 

•• 5 / 



quickly blotted. 

3. Repairs -

(1) Net-· The net had many holes. Some were repaired by 
sewing the edges together using Stabiltex gauze thieads 
(4/4), and others were _repaired by sewing in patches 
of Stabil tex gauze ( 4/4) using Stabil tex thread. 'fhis 
treatment -was used where areas of the net .ground had 
been lost. The outer edges of the 3 tabil tex inf ills, .· 
cut to approx. the same shape and size as the hole, were 
sealed with diluted PVA adhesive (Mowilith Dl\14 adhesive, 
1:3 in water). This stopped the edges unravelling and 
acted as an .initial form of tacking the pieces in place 
on the cap before pinn :.ng. 

After the infills were tacked into place, they" were sewn 
using a running stitch, trying as far as possible to align 
warp and weft threads of the gauze and net. 

The treatment effecti.ve.ly strengthened and restored , 11e 
original appearance o:f the cap, although the gauze :; 
bubbled in some areas due to the different weights ,- .. · .::l 
tensions in .different areas of · the cap. 

(2) Metallic threads - These were. re-sewn to the · net usi u:~ a 
running stitch in Stabil tex t'.iread, if the original m,.?:- · 
talli.c thread was lost. 

(3) Wire stiffeners - The sharp end was bent as the other 
ends had been originally, and, using threads from St a'I-- :.-1 tex 
gauze 4/1, the bent end was covered by wrapping threa~s . 
around it. Tp.is was the only area where thG cotton 
thread wrapping had ·>een· lost. 

Areas of net _which had loosoned from the wire stiffeners 
were re-sewn to them using 3tabiltex gauze thread 4/4. 

The ribbon was reconditioneJ by wetting it out with 3% 
acetic acid and, while damp, padding the folds with 
cotton buds (cotton st ick type), so that the original 
curves of the gathering were restored. The ribbon was 
ironed around the padding while still damp, using a 
Willards heated spatula. 

Much of its colour and shine was restored by this treat
ment, and the ribbon was no longer flattened. 



CONSERVATION REPORT 

Lady's Pale Pink Cap 

General Description 

Lady's bed(?) cap in pale pink muslin (E) printed with a 
rose pattern in two shades of pink and two shades of green, 
trimmed -in off-white cotton handmade bobbin lace around rim 
(C), and through the crown and across the brow with off-white 
cotton handmade bobbin eyelet lace (D). The eyelet lace is 
thre::d.ed with pink silk satin weave ribbon (A), and across the 
brow and at the nape of the neck is decorated with rosettes 
of silk taffeta ribbon in 2 shades of pink and two shades 
of green (B). The bonnet is elasticised around the rim (F), 
with rubber elastic covered in mercerised cotton. 

Components 

A Pink silk satin weave ribbon 

silk warp and weft 
cotton edging 
weave - 2/1 warp twill 

B Pink and green silk taffeta ribbon 

Shaped into rosettes and· leaves and sewn at the back 
with white cotton thread. 

C Off-white handmade cotton floral lace 

D Off-white handmade cotton eyelet lace 

E Pale pink muslin fabric - tabby weave 

Thread count : warp - 27 /cm 
weft - 24 /cm 

F Elastic 

Base== rubber 
Covering== mercerised cotton 
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Dimensions \.... 

A - B 
C - D 

E - F 

F - G 

D 

D 
\ . ~\ IJ v) h'l /~ 

~J t=J .~'-
? t,,t,,,.,.11 11' 

(biameter) - 62 cm 

(Height) - 21 cm 

Ribbon (A) - (i) Length of ribbon (A) across brow:- 36 cm 

(ii) Length of ribbon (A) across crown:- 25cm 

Condition Report 

A Pink Silk Satin Ribbon 

a) Structural Damage - The ribbon has numerous splits, 
in some parts only a bunch of warp threads is left. This damage 
is probably due to i. Mechanical causes (folding) 

ii. Acid and light, causing brittleness of 
silk threads. 

b) Stains - Generally dirty. 

C Lace around rim 

a) Structural Damage - A small area has been chewed at 
the lowest edge by insects. 
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b) Stains - Overall the lace is dirty, and there are 
several small iron stains. 

D Eyelet lace 

b) Stains - overall dirt 

E Muslin fabric 

b) Stains - overall dirt. Faded and yellowed colour 
(compared to unexposed areas) probably due to grease and/or 
dirt and light. 

F Elastic 

a) Structural Damage - Elastic is no longer elasticised. 

Tests 

1) Microscopic Examination 

Identification of 
Fabric (E) 

threads in: 
cotton 
silk 
cotton 
cotton 

i) 
ii) 

iii) 
iv) 
v) 

Ribbon ( A and B) 
Border of ribbon A 
Lace (D and C) 
Material covering elastic : mercerised cotton 

2) Dye Solubility Test 

SOLVENT 

Dye Water Soap Solution 

Green 
print (2) 
rosette (2) 

Pink 
fabric 
print (2) 
rosette (2) 
satin ribbon (1) 

Treatment Proposal for Cap 

1) Preparation: 

Pet. spirit 
b.p.40-60°C 

Remove satin ribbon (A) from eyelet lace (D) 

2) Stain removal: 

a) General grease and dirt:- o Dry clean in bath of Pet. spirit b.p. 40-60 C 

b) Specific stains:-
Iron stains on lace - treat with oxalic acid 

Tri 
chloro 
ethy l er 
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3) Washing: 

Wash in soap solution. 

4) Rinse: 

5) Drying: 

6) Ironing and packing for storage: 

Treatment Proposal for Ribbon 

1) Preparation: .. 
Prepare ribbon for dry cleaning and washing by sewing 

into gauze bag. 

2) Stain Removal: 

General grease and dirt removal. Dry clean in pet. 
spirit b.p. 40-6o0 c bath. 

3) Washing: 

Wash in soap solution 

4) Rinsing: 

To the last rinse add acetic acid. 

5) Drying: 

Thread alignment - Remove gauze and align ribbon on 
glass. 

6) Gauze Preparation for Lamination: 

7) Laminate Ribbon: 

8) Re-t:h-read ribbon into place and fold and resew as 
originally done: 

Treatment - Cap 

1) 

2) 

Preparation 

Using tweezers and suture scissors, the satin ribbon 
(A) was removed from the eyelet lace (D) on crown and 
brow by carefully snipping and removing original stitches. 
Only those rosettes (B) that were holding the ribbon (A) 
in place were loosened on the front. It was necessary 
to remove the circlet of rosettes at the back of the cap 
at the neck as these held one end of the satin ribbon 
across the crown of the cap. 

Stain Removal 

General grease and dirt was removed by a bath (10 min
utes) of trichloroethylene followed, after the cap had 
dried, by a bath of petroleum spirit b.p. 40-60°c. The 
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solvents were used together in this way to remove as much 
of the different kinds of dirt as possible. The cap 
looked much lighter and cleaner after this treatment. 

Specific stains - Small iron stains on the lace (C) 
were spot treated with oxalic acid (10%) for 30 minutes. 
After treatment the colour of the stains could still be 
seen. 

3) Washing 

4) 

The cap was washed in a solution of standard soap 
solution in water, to remove the oxalic acid from the 
lace and to complete the dirt and grease removal. After 
washing, the cap looked muoh fresher. 

Rinsing 

The last of the two final rinses was in de-ionised 
water. 

5) Drying 

The cap was left to dry naturally, after the original 
dimensions had been checked to ensure that no shrinkage 
had occurred in washing. (None had) 

During drying the rosettes were primped up using a pair 
of surgical tweezers and a cotton bud, to restore their 
original shape. They retained this shape on drying. 

6) Bleaching 

7) 

Because the eyelet lace (D) and the floral lace (C) 
were still slightly dull in colour and the iron spots 
could still be seen on the latter, the lace was spot 
treated with a 10% hydrogen peroxide solution, to which 
a few drops of ammonia had been added to raise the pH 
so that it would not harm the cotton. The application 
was repeate d several times, letting the solution dry 
b e twee n each application. After several applications 
the iron stain r esi due had faded a little and the lace 
colour was improved, so the treatment was stopped. 

Washing 

The cap was washed as before, to remove the residual 
bleach. The colours of the print and fabric were now 
brighter and the appearance of the entire cap was generally 
enhanced. 

8) Rinsing 

The rinsing was carried as before. 

9) Drying 

The cap was left to dry naturally until just damp. 
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10) Ironing 

Using a Willard's heated spatula unit set at 1000c 
the cap was ironed so that the muslin fabric (E) was 
wrinkle free, and the lace (C) was standing correctly 
without creases, and the lace (D) was straight along each 
eyelet border. The rosettes were primped using a special 
head on the spatula to restore their original appearance. 

Treatment - Ribbon 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Preparation 

'The ribbon (A), and the rosette circle removed from the 
back of the cap (a position of B) were sewn into gauze 
bags, using stablitex gauze no. 4/1, and polyester thread. 
By sewing closely around the edges the strains of washing 
were largely removed from the ribbon and were instead 
taken by the gauze, this preventing the fragile silk 
ribbon (A) from further shredding, and the rosette ribbon 
(B) from unravelling. (See notes at end of this section) 

Stain Removal 

General grease and dirt was removed by a bath in 
trichloroethylene (10 minutes) followed by a bath in 
Pet. spirit b.p. 40-60°c (10 minutes), with the ribbons 
drying inbetween each application to check on colour 
differences. After dry cleaning the appearance of ribbon 
(A) was improved. 

Washing 

Both ribbons were washed in standard soap solution 
baths. 

Rinsin g 

The ribbons were rinsed in deionised water; the final 
rinse of two had glacial acetic acid added to enhance 
the lustre of the silk threads. A 3% solution (approx) 
was used. 

Drying 

After removing from the gauze and whilst still wet 
with the acetic acid solution, the silk ribbon (~l was 
put onto a sheet of glass and, us~ng a pair of surgical 
tweezers, each thread was aligned.alongside its neighoour 
(if possible) so that the ribbon shreds were reconstructed 
to form as near a replica as possible to the original 
dimensions and appearance of the ribbon, Unfortunately 
the first attempts at alignment were unsuccessful, but 
eventually the ribbon was ready for kiminating, The 
appearance was quite reasonably whole, and the colour 
and lustre were that of a new ribbon. The threads that 
had been sewn through the original tacking holes at the 
ends of the brow ribbon were removed to facilitate align~ 
ment, but as the original stitch holes would still be 
seen this presented no problem. It will have to be 
remembered that these holes must be maintained during 
lamination. 
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6) Gauze Preparation for Lamination 

As stabiltex gauze no. 4/1 was that most invisible on 
the silk ribbon (A) (due to its colour), it was chosen 
as the laminating mate rial. A mixture of Mowillth DM4 
PVA adhesive wi th deionised water (approx. 1 to 5 solution) 
was prepared, and painted on the gauze, attempting to 
keep warp and weft thre ads square. 
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Appendix 

A) Preparation of Silk Ribbon (A) for Treatment 

The ribbon across the brow was gathered ahd folded 
at each end. The fold lines were marked by splits, 
but the stitch holes for the gathering stitches had to 
be preserved so that the original folds could be repro
duced. To do this, a polyester thread was sewn through 
the original stitch holes after the ribbon was removed 
from the bonnet, and these threads were left until re
alignment necessitated their removal - Drying (see 5). 
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3. APPENDICES 

3.1 Chemicals used in· textile conservation 

3.2 Chemical solutions used in textile conservation 

3.3 Techniques used for fumigating textiles at the Australian 

National Gallery 

3.4 Documentation of textile conservation treatments 
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3.1 CHEMICALS USED IN TEXTILE CONSERVATION 

A) ACIDS: IF USED IN SOLUTION 

Acetic Acid (Glacial f. vol/vol 
Citric Acid (COOH.CH2.C(OH).COOH.CH2.COOH.H20) w/v 
Oxalic Acid (COOH) 2.2H20 w/v 

B) SOLVENTS: 

Ammonia 
Ethanol 

NH40H and HN3 
C2H50H + H20 

ethyl alcohol 95% 

Dichloromethane CH2 Cl 2 
~ethylene chloride 

Petroleum Spirit B.P. 40-6o0c 
B.P. l20-l60°C 

petroleum ether 
Trichloroethylene CHCl: CC1 2 
Tetrachloroethylene C1 2c : cc1 2 
Toluene 
Xylene 

C) CONDITIONERS: 
Glycerine (Glycerol B.P.) 
Sapomine O.C. 

· D) DETERGENTS: 
Hostapon T and TLO-Z 
Lissapol T450 or teric. GNB 

E) OTHER CHEMICALS USED IN BLEACH SOLUTIONS 

AND SOAP SOLUTIONS: 

v/v 

v/v 

v/v 

v/v 
v/v 
v/ ✓ 
v[ v' 

v/ v 

v/v 
v/v 

w/v 
v/v 

Carboxymethyl cellulose (Sodium Salt) w/v 

Hydrogen Peroxide (H2o2) (100 vol) or (30 vol) v/v 
Sodium Carbonate (Naco3) w/v 
Sodium Hydroxide NaOH w/v 
Sodium Metasilicate (Na2.s;o3 .sH20) 

Sodium Tripolyphosphate ( Na
5
P 

3
o

10 
) 

103 

w/v 
w/v 

.. 
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Thi our ea (Thiocarbamide} CS(NH2)2 w/v 

F) OTHER CHEMICALS USED 
Laponite ) used for poultices w/v 
Magnesium trisilicate ) w/v 

,, 
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3.2 SOLUTIONS USED IN TEXTILE CONSERVATION 

a) SOAP SOLUTIONS 

i} Standard soap solution - pH 8.5 

This can be used to clean all fibres safely, although wool and silk 

generally pref er a less a 1 ka 1 i ne pH. However, alkaline soap 

solutions are more effective cleaning agents than neutral or acidic 

solutions. 

20g Sodium Tripolyphosphate (water softener) 

20g Lissapol N (non ionic detergent and good wetting agent) 
lOg Eriopon Hor Hostapon T (detergent) 

2g Carboxymethyl cellulose (wetting agent, attracts dirt) 

dissolved in 500ml water 

The mixture is boiled for 2 minutes and used when cool, 

ii) Less alkaline soap solutions 

These were made up according to the recipes in the article by 

J. Hofenk de Graafe; mentioned previously . 

They were rarely used as they were found to b~ ineffective in dirt 
removal. 

~ b} BLEACH SOLUTIONS 

i) Solutions used for spot bleaching 

30 vol {i.e. 100%) Hydrogen Peroxide in a 10% solution, with 

Ammonia added to raise the pH of the solution to that 
reguired by the textile. 
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250ml 20 vol Hydrogen peroxide This will bleach 
1 kg dry weight 
of fabric 

3ml solium silicate (to raise pH) 
dissolved in 4L of water 

These solutions should be used irrmedi ately as the hydrogen peroxide 
quickly loses its effectiveness. (Their shelf life is 
approximately 1 day) 

ii) Solution for bleaching white cotton or linen textiles 

5g Sodium hydroxide pellets 
5g Sodium carbonate 

34~8g Sodium metasilicate 
50ml 30 vol hydrogen peroxide 
dissolved in ll water 

) 

) This will bleach 
lOOgm dry weight 

) of fabric 

When preparing the above solution, mix each of the dry ingredients 
to a paste with sufficient water from the litre of water allowed. 
Sodium hydroxide has an exothermic reaction with water so more 
water may have to be added. Sodium carbonate and sodium 
metasillicate require heating to dissolve in \•later. 

The hydrogen peroxide must be added immediately prior to use, as it 
quickly loses its effectiveness. The stock solution, hov1ever, 
(that is, without hydrogen peroxide) will keep for 2 weeks. 

This bleach solution is not suitable for silk and wool textiles due 

to its high pH. 

Cotton and linen fabrics may be bleached in it as foilows -

·"'t:;, .-

a. put texfile in solution for 5 mins 

b. remove from solution and place in sealed plastic bag for up 
to 3 hours, as the vapours complete the bleaching 

c. rinse very wel 1, then wash in standard soap solution and 
rinse again 

lOb 



C. CONDITIONING .SOLUTIONS · 

i) Wool -
' . 

1 to 2% Sapomine ·oc - solution is used in last rinse. Soak half to 

one hour and rinse twice. This temporarily improves the suppleness 

of fabric. 

20% Glycerine solution in last rinse. Soak textile for up to one 

hour. This improves softness of handle temporarily. 

ii) Silk-

5% Glacial Acetic Acid solution in last rinse improves shine 

iii) Linen -

50% ethanol in water solution removes excessive crispness of handle 

(e.g. after bleaching). 

Because Sapomine 0C increases the suppleness of woolen fabrics it is 

particularly useful for garments requiring conditioning. before being 

displayed on mannequins • 

..... 
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D. METAL CLEANING SOLUTION NO. 2 

Recipe devised by Josephine Carter 

5 gm Thiourea 

10 gm Citric Acit 

1 ml Lissapol N 
10 ml Ethanol 

7 ml Anmoni a 100% Vol. 

·,· . 

M,x all ingredients and add deionised water to make a solution up 

to 100 ml s. 

N.B~ This has a very limited shelf life due to the evaporation of 

Ethanol and Ammonia. 
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3.3 FUMIGATION TECHNIQUES 

a. Ethylene Oxide 
Advantages -
Kills all insects in all growth stages. 
Object does not have to be unrolled except for outer plastic 

covering. 
Large numbers of costumes and textiles can be fumigated at one 

time. 
Disadvantages -
Must be used in a vacuum, which may damage fragile objects. 
Could cause colour to fade. 
Heat and humidity could harm sensitive components - i.e. gelatin 
sequins. 

b. DDVP - Dichlorvos (e .g. Maf~ or Shel1tox pest strips) 
Advantages - · 
A vacuum is not required, so fragile objects are safe 
Small objects can easily be fumigated - a strip is put into a 
closed container with the object, but not touching it. 
Disadvantages -
Kills living insects only. In an R.H. greater than 40% it wi 11 
affect metals and resin components. 

c. Mould inhibitor -
Thymol is put with an object into a sealed container. 
Dead mildew is first brushed off in a safe place. 

I ' 

RH within the container must be kept below 40% or resin and metal 
components may be affected. 

100/ 
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3.4 DOCUMENTATION OF TEXTILE CONSERVATION TREATMENTS 

The documentation system used in the Austra 1 i an Nation a 1 Ga 11 ery 

conservation department has' evolved since 1981 from individua·1 treatment 

report formats for each conservator, to a standardised treatment report 

form used by the whole department. This evolution was largely due to Dr 

Nathan Stolow, although it has been refined from the forms he initially 

proposed. 

In 1981 textile treatment reports were structured as follows -

l} General description of object 

2) List of all components following microscopic examination 

3) Description of condition - including diagrams and 

photographs 

4) Preliminary treatment proposal 

5) Solvent test results 

6) Treatment propos a 1 

7) Treatment description 

Treatment reports included photographs of the object taken before and 

after treatment and some detailed photographs. All photography 0as done 

by the Gallery's photographers. 

At present, the textile section of the conservation department uses 2 

types of forms. The first of these is the conservation departmef"\.t's 

- treatment report form (see enclosed sample). It is similar in format to 

the form previously described, but contains sever a 1 useful additions such 

as 

a) beginning and ending dates for treatments. This enables the 

conservator to have a time estimate precedent for similar 
tr~·at~erits·, wnich helps in exhibition planning. 

b) photography record page - the conservation department has its own 

photographic equipment. This includes cameras for detailed and 

general photographs, tungsten lights, colour cards, tripod, 

microphotography faciliti es, U.V. and I.R. photography facilities. 
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The photographs are devl oped in the Gal 1 ery' s photography 

department. 

The photographic· equ'i pment is possibly the most important 

development in the conservation department's documentation system. 

It allows ·the conservator to record any aspect of treatment at any 

stage. It also allows photographs to replace numerous diagrams 

recording damaged areas. However, stains which must be recorded 

prior to treatment are still most clearly seen on diagrams,. as, 

even in colour photography, only the most obvious stains are 

cleaily recorded in a photograph. 

c) Solvent Test chart - the format of solvent tests has been 

standardised, enabling quick comparison of the efficiency of 

various solvents on stains, so that the extent of solvent testing 

on similar stains on different textiles might be lessened. This 

time saving approach is presently being carried further in the 

field of Asian textiles, by surveying various regions to find 

possible types of stains, dyes and finishes that can be expected on 

d) 

textiles from that region. A 1 i terature search of the dyeing 

techniques, ritual and common uses of the textiles is being tarried 

out, in an effort to standardise treatment proposals for stain 

removal and dye/finish preservati on. 

the documentation of an object before conservation - e.g. artists 
l' 

name, country, age of object, previous conservation and exhibition 

record. 

All these facts are extremely important to the conservator, as they 

may affect the conservation treatment. For example, a particular 

artist mi_ght have used a mordant for screenprinting fabrics during 

a c~rtain.;.,period, that will eventually degrade the fabric unless 

treated. The conservator might suspect this is the case by the 

dye's appearance and if she knows the. date of the textile, this 

might be easily verified by examining documentation. 

Previous treatment reports are important to examine, as they can 

eliminate much testing, or can highlight possible problems or 

It I 



treatments that may need renewing (e.g •. glycerine treatment for 

conditioning wool fibres). 

e} Fibre/fabric ideritification form 

This form 

fabrics of 

record all 

standardises 

the textile. 

details that 

information relating to the fibres and 

It j s very useful for remembering to 

may be of use to curators when comparing 

textiles, for example, thread count, twist direction etc. 

The other type of treatment report used by the textile conservation 

section is an abbreviated form (see attached sample). This report is 

meant to take no more than 15 minutes to complete and to be a preliminary 

report used when a large number of texti 1 es are to be prepared for one 

show (for example, the 1986 Asian textile show, for which 300 textiles 

must be conserved). Its purpose is to enable an approximate preliminary 

treatment to be calculated, along with a priority rating and time 

estimate, all of which information is to be used to categorise the 

textiles to be treated into priority groups and groups requiring similar 

types of treatments. The end use is to enable the textile conservation 

section t-o decide how much of the work can be done by experienced casual 

workers (for example, from the Embroiderers Guild), and how many hours 

will be required by the textile conservators to complete treatments. 

I have found that these abbreviated forms are in fact c1s useful as the 

tre,atment forms. Although they take longer than 15 minutes to compl~te 

• they are a quick means of initially assessing the textile. I think if 

they were regularly completed as each objects initial treatment form they 

would effectively reduce the time taken to complete the more extensi'!e 

form. 

Th~ forms could be stored together to eliminate duplication of 

information. 

All documentation is stored in the conservation laboratory after the 

documents have been typed and col 1 ated with photographs and any 

additional information. 
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ITEM: 

COUNTRY: 

PRELIMINARY REPORT FORM 

ASIAN TEXTILES 

REGION: 

DESCRIPTION OF FIBRES AND DYES 

CONDITION 

TREATMENT PROPOSAL 

DISPLAY TECHNIQUE 

TIME ESTIMATE 

EVALUATED BY : 

ACC. NO: 

RA,1 NG-

DATE: 



Australian National Gallery 

Conservation Environmental Monitoring 

Location: 

Period: I I to I I 

Relative humidity% Temperature °C 
Date Min. Max. Min. Max. 

Recorded by: 



Conservation Department 

2 Accession number: 

Artist/Origin:. 

Artist's country: 

Title/Description: 

Date of work: 

Signature/Date: 

Secondary inscriptions: 

Medium: 

Size/Weight: 

3 Associated documentation: 

19 Exhibition/Loan record 

Dates 

1 3 Previous treatment history: 

20 Future recommendations: 

Conservator: 

C2 

Australian National Gallery 

Category: 

Birth/Death years: 

Details 

Date: 

I 



Australian National Gallery 

Structure and composition Accn no: 

By Date 

12 Structure and composition summary 
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Australian National Gallery 

Condition Accn no 

By Date 

14 Condition summary 



Australian National Gallery 

Conservation photography Accn no 

Codes: B = B & W; CP = Colour Print; CT= Colour Trans.; X = X-ray; IR= Infrared. 

Date Code Photo. no. Description 
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SOLUBILITY TEST CHART 

OBJECT: ACC HO: . 

SYMBOLS: REAGENTS 

N.A. Not affected 

V.S.A. Ve.ry slightly 
affected 

S.A. Slightly 
affeated· 

A. Affeated 

V.A. Very aff eated 

COLOURS & STAINS 

COMMENTS: 



Australian National Gallery 

Treatment proposal Accn no 

Approved by: Date: 

15 Treatment proposal summary 
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Australian National Gallery 

Treatment Accn no 

By Date 

1 7 Treatment summary 
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